
I Strike threat 
grows 

AUT 
pay . 
setback 
by Gary Duncan 

The Association of University 
Teachers (AUT) , the lecturers' 
union, is "bitterly disappointed" 
by an offer of an extra £167 mill
ion over the next three years for ·· 
lecturers' pay, which the Govern
ment announced last Friday. 

Kenneth Baker, the Education 
Secretary, described it as "a very 
substantial" sum and added his 
view that it would "do a lot to stop 
the brain drai n getting any grea
ter" . 

However, the AUT is not 
happy with the offer, and has con- · 
tested Mr Baker's figures, saying 
that the real value of the deal 
would be £71 million over the 
three years, equivalent to a 10 per 
cent rise in the pay bill. The union 
says that the Government has 
arrived at a higher figure by dou
ble-counting the first year's 
increase in the second and third 
years. 

Miss Diana Warwick, the AUT 
General Secretary, says it " is very 
difficult to be optimistic". This 
reaction to the Government's 
latest offer can only make more 
likely the threatened possibility of 
industrial action by lecturers -
including the non-marking of 
finals. 

Increasing demoralisation of 
some lecturers was also claimed 
by Scottish AUT chairman Pro
fessor Bill Wallace on Monday. 
Speaking · at a meeting of the 
union's Scottish Council, Profes
• Continued on Page 2 

Durex in 
'Midweek'? 
by Miranda Chitty 

A free Durex will be attached to 
every copy of a forthcoming issue 
of Midweek if the opposition of 
EUSA Secretary lain Catto is 
overcome. 

David Duncan; EUSA Trea
~urer , swiftly disowned the idea, 
is brainchild saying "I'm in 

charge of nothing " b~t he later 
a?mitted that he ihinks the free 
gift "along with a serious article" 
Would "raise awareness" about 
~?S ~mo.ng students . 

1 

o{ So, said Secretary Iain Catto 
th Mr Duncan, "if the Secretary of 
w~ University rings up and asks 
TU~b the 9uads are knee deep in 
'h' er Johnnies, we'll blame 

trn ." 

th'~ Catto, editor of Midweek , 
sulll s th~t the stunt would . 
AM~st a flippant attitude towards 

D · He says that the free 
urex " Po Would be used for pur- . 

wases .s 0 ther than that for which it 
intended" If . 

doni!he _plan goes ahead, the con-
Cdir Will be ptl~ on the week six 

ion of Midweek. -
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As 'The Hypochondriak', plays at the Lyceum, Student offers you the chance to read the review but also win two pairs of tickets for the 
play, which was translated by Hector MacMillan, interviewed last week, See What's On for.details. 

Mandela for Hon. Preside.nt 
The Students' Representative 

Council (SRC) is to consider the 
possibility of making Nelson Man
dela an Honorary President of the 
Students' Association - despite 

· the fact that this may be techni
cally illegal. 

The SRC Executive approved 
the proposal , at a meeting on the 
12th January , following its inclu
sion in an anti-apartheid motion 
passed at last year's EUSA 
Annual General Meeting. 

The AGM. motion, passed 
quorately, mandated the EUSA 
Executive to do all in their power 
to seek an Honorary Presidency 
of the Association for Mandela , 
but no action has been taken until 

· now. 
At the SRC Executive meeting 

it was pointed out that it may be 
unconstitutional for Mandela to · 
be elec;ed to such a position since 
the EUSA constitution clearly 
states that "The Association may 
elect any person , , . to the office 
of Honorary President . . , in rec
ognition of services rendered to the 
students of the University". Trea
sure David Duncan, felt that it 

was possible that the proposal 
could be considered unlawful but 
he believed that it should be 
made. Secretary Iain Catto , 
believed the proposal was clearly 
unlawful , and while he believed 
that it would gain publicity for the 
anti-apartheid cause , this had to 
be balanced against the responsi
bility to mem~ers of EUSA if the 
Association was taken to count as 
a result of going ahead with an 
election. 

Mr Catto also pointed out at the 
meeting that it was possible for 
members of the Association (in
cluding the proposers of the origi
nal motion) to propose an amend
ment to the Constitution to enable 
Mandela to be elected entirely 
legally. 

The proposal ·will now go 
before the full SRC for discussion, 
and a ballot. A two-thirds vote of 
the Council is required before it 
can proceed to a EUSA General 
Meeting (open to all .Edinburgh 
students), It would require a two
thirds majority, or a minimum of. 
three hundred votes, (which ever 

is the greater) at such a imeeting 
before Mandela would be elected 
to the position of Honorary Presi-"' 
dent- a purely symbolic position 
with no duties or privileges 
attached, 

If this does happen without any 
change to the constitution, any 
member of the ·students' Associa
tion could, in theory, initiate legal 
action to have the election over
turned. However, this is under' 
stood to be the only result -aside 
from costs of defending the action 
-which would affect EUSA. 

Mark Wheatley, the president 
of the University Liberal Club, 
and Paul Davies, Past President of 
the Social Democratic Club are 
'understood to be eonsidering 
proposing the necessary constitu
tional changes to the next General 
Meeting. Both Mr Wheatley and 
Mr Davies were actively involved 
in an earlier "Mandela for 
Rector" campaign. To be passed, 
the constitutional changes would 
also require a three-quarters 
majority, or a minimum of 300 
votes, whichever is the greater. 
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• Deputy Presidenfplans new Teviot extravaganza 

McLintock's all-nighter 
by Angela Stuart 

- ·coming soon to Teviot Row is a 
night of festivities and musical 

· extravaganza in the fearless guise 
of Friday 13th Part. V- The Rave 
Up! 1 

The event is the fulfilment of an 
election campaign promise madel 
by EUSA Deputy President 
Claire McLintock and will cost £5 
per ticket. The "Rave Up" will! 
begin at 8 pm on Friday 13th Feb-1 
'ruary and continue to 4 am St Val-. 
entine's Day. It will have a vag- . 
uely Caribbean theme w!th grass; 
skirts welcomed and a pnze, pro
vided by the Student Travel 
Centre, for the person with the 
worst taste in Hawaiian shirts! . 

Deputy President Claire McLintock and the NY .Pig ~unkers. 
l . . . 

hopes to have a hypnotist per
forming. Between events there 
will also be discos in both the 
Debating Hall and Park Room, 
while the videos Repo Man, Blade 
Runner, Blues Brothers and the, 
ever popular Rocky Horror Pic
ture Show will be shown in the din-

Cartying on this theme will be a. 
steel band from Coventry, while 
other bands performing in the 
upstairs Debating Hall will be the 
New York Pig Funkers and Zeke 
·Maniylea (whom some students 
will remember as the former 
drummer with Orange Juice, who ing room. 

h For an evening of this length 
played to much acclaim in t e . there will of course be two happy 
Union two years ago). 

only is there drink in plenty, but a 
free pizza or baked potato will be 
served as well as soup on leaving. 

Miss McLintock feels that the 
.Presidents' Ball, the only large . 
University entertainment 
organised by EUSA, excludes the 
majority of students. The Rave 
Up will therefore be organised 
"on a similar scale" but "at a 
cheaper price". Miss McLintock 
sees the e_vent as ~art of the "new 

formula" of varied entertainment 
which is offered by most other 
unions in the country. 

The event will need an atten
dance of 900 to break even but 
since Teviot regularly draws 
crowds of 1,200 on Saturday . 
nights, Miss McLintock is confi
dent of the Rave Up's success, and 
in the future perhaps there might 
be a Friday 13th Part 6. 

Vets talk more on 
merger plan 
by Graeme Wilson 

The Veterinary Schools in 
Edinburgh and Glasgow will be 
holding a meeting in early Feb
ruary to discuss again the possibil
ity of creating the integrated 
course between the Universities , 
which was announced earlier this 
year. 

This is part of wider national 
moves between Veterinary 
Schools which has seen similar 
talks between London and Cam

Previous EUSA action: setting an example - . bridge, as well as a possible course 
merger involving Bristol and 
'Liverpool. EUSA Secretary Mr Iain Catto an education," he said. 

this week outlined plans for an An overnight occupation will 
anti-loans campaign to be held be held during fifth week. The 
during fifth week of this term to proposed venue is still under dis
coincide with the National Union. cussion with the University . A 
of Students' Week of Action. huge banner will be made and 

However, the two Scottish Uni
versities are still only at the 
exploratory stage, as professor 
Iggo, the Dean of the Veterinary 

1
School in Edinburgh , and his 
Glasgow counterpart Professor 
Armour were quick to stress. Pro
fessor Iggo stated that it would be 
a prerequisite of any integration 
of the courses that the basic inde- ; 
pendence of either school would 

not.be infringed. This would mean 
that the students would still have a 
full graduation at the University 

' they matriculated at. 
There is still a lot to be discus

sed, as reflected by the disagree
ment between the two Deans over 
the aims of such proposals, with 
Professor Armour feeling they 
were basically designed to reduce 

. costs by cutting staff, who account 
for 80% of exP.enditure. Professor 
lggo instead inierpretated then .as a 
way of "Securing a concentration 
of resources," and providing the 
best possible course for Veteri-· 
nary Students in Scotland. 

A "star-poll" conducted by the 
Association of University 
Teachers (AUT) among the Vet
erinary Staff in Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, resulted in 70% of 
those who replied (about 40% of 
the total staff) stating that they did 
not view it as a beneficial course of 
action. 

·MAC on move 
During week four of this 

term the Money Advice 
Centre is altering its usual 
approach with a revival of the 
'MAC on the Move'. The 
aims of the MOM week are to 
launch the new MAC 
factsheets, recruit volunteers 
and generally increase stu- · 
dent awareness of the ser
vices provided by MAC. In 
addition to the normal des~ 
the locations visited· will b~ 
Pollock Hatis, JCMB coffee 
lounge, Appleton Tower and 
possibly the Main Library. 
Potential recruits or anyone 
wanting more information 
can contact Harry Hagan at 
the students' Association 
offices or make enquiries at 
any of the desks . 

More women, 
less men 

· -..< .... -.... "'"'m""" ~ nd fewer 
~:~ ~~v~ applied to study at 
Britain's unviersities next 
autumn. The Universities 
Centre! Council on Admis
sions said yesterday that 
64,316 women (up 772) and 
77 ,073 (down 1,696) had 
applied. 
· The most popular subjects · 
are law and medicine, with 
psychology showing a big · 
surge in demand. 

Appropriate 
Society 

A new society, called the 
Schumacher Society (or the 
Schu-Soc), is being formed at 
Edinburgh University. The 
society's aim is to inform its 
members of the philosophy 
underlying "appropriate 
technology". It will also pub· 
licise the activities of the 
Intermediate Technology · 
Development Group, a 
British charity which helps 
the Third World countries to · 
help themselves. 

-
Thursday 12th February has draped on the building. Catto 

been named as a Day of Action. A expects that there will be a lot of 
cram-in will be held , and students media interest in the occupation. 
will be encouraged to attend Transport is being organised 
target lectures. Catto is meeting for students who want to go to the 
the Association of University NUS demonstration in London on 
Teachers to try to organise lee-. the 21st February. The trip will 
tures at George Square and King's cost between £5 and £7 and EUSA 
Buildings. " In a sense this is a will encourage as many people to 
publicity stunt which gets as many go as possible and more than one 
people involved as possible. It bus may be organised. 
demonstrates that students want 

Observing the Mace . 
Red Clyde his hair drarnaticallY e Continued from Page I 

sor Wallace said that some univer- . 
sity authorities were so 
demoralised that they would 
almost welcome the slow death of 
their institutions. The Council 
unanimo~sly passed . a series of 

,. 

strongly worded resolutions on 
university funding .. Professor 
Wallace said of the Government's 
education policy: "That's a good 

. technique - to get people in the 
· end, wishing for death ." 

~~ 
& 

~5T1'U~~NT · 
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by Jane Kelly 
"A level something akin to that 

of the Sunday Times Colour Sup
plement" was how one judge 
described the standard of debate 
in the Scottish final of The 
Observer Mace Debating Tourna
ment, held last Tuesday evening 
in Teviot Row Union. 

The spoeakers, including teams 
from Glasgow, Edinburgh, 
Strathclyde and St Andrews, 
appeared confident and entertain
ing, but unfortunately lacking in 
knowledge of exactly what they 
were talking about as the house 
discussed "Would we be Europe 
first and British second?". 

Edinburgh's Tom Maguire and 
Colin Moodie ably led by the prop 
ition side. The "no man is an 
island" theme prevailed, although 
it did evoke the reply from the 
Glasgow 'B' team that "Great Bri
tain is a very small island in a very 
big world , relatively speaking". 

However, the Proposition man
aged an air of proficiency,. 

advocating the common thread of 
·democracy which bound Europe 
together in the free association of 
the European Community. 

Glasgow 'A' and Glasgow 'B' 
teams continued the economic 
aspect and outlined the social 
programmes of helping Third 
World countries. 

The Opposition side, however, 
soon appeared full of contradic
tions. While only half the St 
Andrews contingent turned up, 
David Stenhouse from Edinburgh 
courageously and capably stepped 
in to lead the Opposition case. 
Basically, their case referred to 
Europe as a sausage, a football 
team and a schizophrenic with an 
identity crisis! Here, however, the 
most animated speakers were to 
flourish , from the droll imperialis
tic rant preferred by St Andrews' · 
Malcolm Tyndall to the Scargill
like gesticulations of Strathclyde's 
James Smith. 
. Here, indeed, is a man reminis

cent of a ~hipyard worker from the 

' . th thal swept back and with a mou 
would spit rivets . . d Sir 

The judges, who mclude . ht 
Russell Johnston, MP, Newsm;ck· 
journalist Donald MacCor!ll ot· 
and the NUS President for Scd'ct 

· er 1 · land, returned with their .v LailY 
World champions, Austin oVI 
and Kevin Sneader from GtasgJll 

· 'B' tea , 
'A' team will join their Jardine 
John fletcher and to the 
Simpson , to go through 
national final . . or ))eSt 

Meanwhile the pnze f £din· 
floor speech was co~eted bfus pat· 
burgh's Gerry Consh for bantic 
riotic, but never sycop had 
stance against all t~at E~~Jini · 
given the world: Hitler• In pre
and Richard Clayderrnan. great 
ference he proclaimed. ~; 10 tbe 
figures presented by Bntchurc[lill 
world: Shakespeare, 1 

and Jane Rogerson. pen to 
The motion was thrown ° belJ!I' 

'the house and was o~erW 
ingly pass.ed by a rnajontY· 



Pollock prowlers threat 

Pollock: Student's Spot the Thief competition 

by Emma Simpson 
A warning to take precautions 

against thieves has been given to
all students living in the Pollock 
Halls of Residence, following a 
series of thefts there in the last two 
weeks. 

One of the students affected , 
who lives in Baird House said tha1 
an intruder had entered his room 
whilst he was asleep had stolen hii 

coat ·and wallet. "I was at a party f 
on Sunday night and I came home 
and forgot to lock my door. It 
wasn't till the morning that I dis
covered a robber had been in my 
room and left without disturbing 
. me." 

A few nights later he said "con
_spicuous characters .were seen" 
attempting to enter other rooms 
in Baird around 2.30 am. 

Nightline-
new walk-in centre 
Edinburgh UniversityNightline 

is to open ·up a new facility - a 
walk-in centre . · The two new 
rooms in the Pleasance, donated 
by the Students' Association , will 
. bring Edinburgh into line with the 
majority of other nightliners in 
the colleges and universities of 
Britain , which already possess 
such a set up. 

Nightline is a service provided 
by about 40 volunteers for infor
mation and consultation . Cur-· 
rently a person can use Nightline 
by telephoning between 6 pm and 
8 am. However ; they hope that 
the establishment of a walk-in 
centre will help to dispell their 
image of being a rather anonym
ous society, full of do-gooders 
who help people who are de-pres
sed. They stress that about half 
the calls they receive are purely to 
gain information - about bus 
timetables, or late night chemists, 
for instance. 

The rest of the calls tend to be 
from people wanting someone to 
talk to. However, this is not 
necessarily because a person is 
down - it may well be they just 
want a chat , or. they've just had an 

argument anct want to let · off 
·steam. The · walk-in centre is 
hoped to enhance exactly this side 
of the society's activities. It is 
hoped that the problem of Night
liners anonymity being removed 
will not occur as users of the soci
ety wil not with to break the confi
. dence of the nightline staff. The 
society hopes that the mutual trust 
which is an important part of the 
Nightline concept will help pre
vent abuse. 

Recently Edinburgh was 
elected to be the National Night~ 
line. This added responsibility 
was a reflection of the esteem in 
which the society is held by other 
. college and university nightlines. 
It will entail putting together a 
booklet to encourage the estab
lishment of similar organisations 
in other colleges, and to offer 
hints to existing societites as to 
how they might develop further. 

Nighiline "is , currenily on a 
recruiting drive , and is keen to 
gain new members of what it 
describes as an extremely close 
knit, supportive society. Any 
potential appliccants should con
tact Nightline on 557 4444 by the 
10th of February. 

Arts degrees worth 
less than science 
by Tom Bradby 
. Are students making a sensible 

financial investment in the1time 
they spend studying for their 
degrees? A report published in 
UK Education and Training 1987 
~oncludes that an answer to this 
question depends on how much 
You assume that graduates' extra 
earnings are due to the comple
~on of degree courses rather than 
t e1r innate abi lity. 

Whatever the assumption , they 
~nclude that a degree is a good 
investment, offering a lifetime 
return , on average, of at least . 

13% and possibly as much as 
24%. Some degrees , apparently , 
are worth more than others , with 
engineering bringing a return of. 
between 25 and 32% and arts 
degrees only 9 to 10%. 

Such conclusions have been 
worked out by taking the earnings 
that a graduate loses while study
ing as the costs of .a degree , minus 
student grant and vacation earn
:ing, and setting this against the 
bene'tits calculated by comparing 
gradµate earnings with those of 
people in similar jobs holding A
levels only. 

Baird House has not been the 
only target in Pollock for thieves. 
In Brewster·House kitchen mys
terious disappearances of food 
have been reported . 

Second year Dawn Edwards 
told Student that over two days 
fairly large quantities of 
unopened food have been stolen . 
"One poor guy had practiQally 
nothing left for his tea, since 
nearly everything he had left 
unopened was stolen. I think it 
was somebody out.side who 
perhaps has a key ." 

Senior Warden Frances Barnes 
said if doors had been locked, this 
wouJ(j not have happened. "It is 
quite easy for someone to walk 
into a room in the middle of the 
night. By the time the student 
reacted, it would be too late ." 

There has been a sufficient 
number of incidents for notices 
giving descriptions of the prowlers 
to be put up around Pollock. 
Police have been on the site inves
tigating the thefts, and in · the' 
meantime, the Senior Warden has 
given some strong advice for \Ill 
residents at Pollock . "Try and 
ensure the outside door is locked .. 
Always, at all times keep your 
own door locked, even if you are 
in the room sleeping and take out 
some insurance." 

Glasgow University's Students' 
Reptesentative Council has 
launched a major campaign on 
AIDS offering information about 
the symptoms of the disease, how 
it can be avoided and where suf~ 
ferers can seek advice and help. 

The campaign is the idea of Mr 
James McManus, a member of the 
Council's Welfare Committee. 
McManus suggested that students 
could be at greater risk than other 
members of the . community. 
"People are away from home, 
they're experimentin11 with 
relationships, coming to terms 
with their sexuality, and there .are 
one or two experimenting with 

drugs. " 
Mr McManus described the 

Government's AIDS campaign.as 
"inadequate". "The Govern
ment's campaign is failing misera
bly , the television adverts are 
awful, the leaflets are very , very 
bad. 

Glasgow University is currently 
holding its first Health Week,, 
highlighting, among other things, 
the problems of AIDS and drug 
abuse. EUSA Secretary Iain 
Catto said that Edinburgh may be 
Jrganising a couple of health days 
in the first week of third term. 

Book blues 
by Sophie Peterson 

The Book Agency, which oper
ates its daily stand from 1 to 2 pm 
in Room GS of the Appleton 
Tower, is undergoing a crisis 
owing to a lack of volunteers to 
man the agency. 

The agency, which was started 
15 years ago, buys students sec
ond hand books and seUs them, 
returning 85% of the pre
negotiated price to the student 
and giving 15% to charity. The 

agency donates to two charities, 
Voluntary service Overseas and 
the Southern African Scholarship 
Fund. 

If the agency were t_o become 
extinct, then VSO and the South
ern Scholarship Fund would each 
lose £1,000 a year. 

If you can spare an hour bet
ween 1 and 2 pm on any day of the 
week, the Book Agency will be 
glad of your desperately needed 
help. 

SNP's doomsday scenario 
Brian Shaw, the prospective 

parliamentary candidate for the 
SNP in Edinburgh Central, spoke 
last week to a meeting in Teviot 
Union. 
· Mr SJiaw spoke on what will be 
a main election Issue for voters in 
Scotland- the Scottish de-indus
trialisation. He pbinted out his 
lview that there is already "no 
,manufacturing base left in Edin
-burgh Central" and that 
unemployment is running at more 

'.!hail ZO%. Mr Shaw talked <1bout 

the de-industrialisation years and 
of Scotlanct's 41 Labour MPs to do. 
anything to stop this. 

Mr Shaw went on to speak 
about the "Doomsday scenario", 
and explained how he believed 
the situation could worsen in the 
likely prospect of a third Thatcher 
term .• With even senior figures in 
the Labour Party publicly admit
ting tlie difficulties of Labour win
ning the next election. Mr Shaw 
felt that it was imp0rtanf that the 

. people of Scotland realised that 

voting Labour can't do anything 
for them. · 

Mr Shaw believes that after a 
third Thatcher victory "a new 
realism" will emerge amongst the 
Scoitish working class. "The man
date for an independent Scotland 
will come from the working class, 
as-they have the most to gain from 
the social, political and economic 
change_ which independence 
offers." 

BRAINWARE 
• creativity • problem-solving • 
• memory techniques • fun • 

NEW APPROACHES TO 
EFFECTIVE LEARNING 

WORKSHOPS 
Convenor: John Welford, CAST 

BRAINWARE BRAINWARE II 
Wednesday, 
February 4th 
2-4.30 pm 
Conference Room 
Main Library 
George Square 

Wednesday, 
February 25th 

2-4.30 pm 
Conference Room 

Main Library 
George Square 

For-further information, phone the TLA Centre on Ext. 6724 

Coming Shortly: Btainware Ill 



Concerns 
on 
change 
by Emma Simpson 

The Government moved this 
week to try to ease the fears of 
Scottish students who are con
cerned they will be hit hard by the 
introduction 'of the new Commun
ity Charge under the proposed 
new Rates Bill for Scotland. 

Scottish Office Minister, Mr 
Michael Ancram, told MPs con
sidering the Bill that all student 
eligible for grants would get help 
with the Community Charge. The 
help would even go to students 
who did not qualify for a grant 
because their parents held too 
high an income, he said. 

Assistance would be based on 
the average level of the personal 
Community Charge levied in 
Scotland each year. The relief 
they would get through the rebate 
scheme would match the assis
tance given to people on low 
incomes. 

A spokesman for the Scottish , 
Information Office said that stu
dents from England, Wales and 
Ireland would not be disadvan- · 
taged even though the proposed 
tax is based on term-time addres
ses. "The English rates reforms 
wiU be in place long before the 
Scottish scheme is implemented. " 

The Government's view is 
unlikely, however , to cut much ice 
with student representatives , 
many of whom believe that stu
dents should be entirely exempted 
from the charge. It is felt that it is 
unfair to impose any more 
expense on students with declin
ing grants , and that the system will 
be difficult to apply to students . 
This view was supported this week 
by the chairman of the Conven
tion of Scottish Local Authorities 
(COSLA) who expressed concern 
at the idea of students paying the 
new charge. 

Conservation critics 
get a hounding 
by Ian Robertson 

Last Thursday a meeting took 
place between David Cant, Scot
tish Director of Development of 
the -British Asosciation of Shoot
ing and Conservation and Edin
burgh University Friends of the 
Earth. 

Surprisingly, perhaps, the 
meeting passed without a shot 
being fired or bead shaken in 
anger. Mr Cant, as a member of 
Greenpeace, seemed to share 
many of the concerns of his listen
ers. 

He argued that his members 
had a vested interest in conserva
tion on the logical grounds that 
without self-control there would 
be nothing left to shoot. He cited 
the recent temporary ban on the 
shooting of Greenland whitef
ronted geese after consultation 
with the Scottish Office and stated 
that there were large areas of land 
which were conserved naturally, 
due to the voluntary activities of 
hunters . 

Friends of the Earth members 
argued that exemplary though the 
Shooting Association's conduct 
may be, with only 82,000 mem
bers out of one million gun owners 
the society could have little effect. 

At present gun owners need 
have no training before receiving 
their licences, only a letter from a 
landowner saying the potential 
licencee can shoot on his land . 
When speaking to Student, Mr 
Cant argued that it would be "con
trary to British tradition" to 
impinge on freedom by imposing 
compulsory training and examina
tions. Critics say that the same 
argument could be used to oppose 
the abolition of driving tests . 

Hunting in general was justified 
by Mr Cant as a natural exploita
tion of plentiful resources, paint
ing an idyllic picture of man work
ing in perfect harmony with gun 
and retriever before trudging in 
marshily muddied green wellies 
back to the cottage where the 

good wife would cook partridge 
pie. 

Mr Cant stated that the popula
tion curves for the majority of 
hunted animals have been steadily 
rising and scarcity of resources 
meant that many animals would 
die naturaUy of starvation if they 
were not shot . While one ques
tioner pointed out that he would 
much rather compete for food ' 

Fri.end of the Earth? 

Graphic: John Paul Morrison 
than "get his brains blown out" 
there was general recognition that 
true conservation can require cul
ling of over-abundant species. 

A suggestion by one questioner 
that wolves should be rein
troduced in the North of Scotland · 
as a natural predator did not rep
resent the majority Friends of the 
Earth opinion. 

A film made by the American 
Shooting Association was also 
shown. It highlighted the great 
strides that have been made in 
America from near extinction for 
the majority of species in the 
1930s to an effective conservation 
policy today. The credibility of 
this film was affected by its rather 
unsubtle presentation with the 
Shooters' Association spokesman 
looking like a greying Robert 
Redford and sounding like Alis
tair Cooke at his most affable and 
distinguished, while the "Conser
vationist" who posed the awk
ward questions was distinclty' 
reminiscent of Richard Nixon. 

GROUND LING 
... Watches the carnage 

How can you resist a gravel-voi
ced man on Channel 4 saying ''The 
Giants ... The Broncos .•• It's 
bad, baby"? Quite what response 
this was designed to bring out in 
the watching millions is unclear, 
being the ever-gullible media sap, 
I made my unsteady way to the 
Traverse Bar (or 'The Trav' to my 
cogniscenti friends, of whom I 
have none) for a night of drinking 
foul American beer and watching 
the Superbowl. 

Fighting my way past the door· 
man and staggering through 
hordes of sniftling Bedlam types, 
reeling from yet another slagging 
from The Scotsman, I entered the 

Every 'now and then sorneo 
draws lots of little white lines ~~ 
over the screen. 

It's terribly exciting. After 
about an hour and three cans of 
beer, one of the big men in the bar 
tired of my insistent questions' 
banded me a leaflet thoughtfuu ' 

_ prin~ by Budweiser explai~ 

bar, crunching Budweiser cans ~'H~illl 
underfoot. Everywhere were . 
burly and intoxicated men shout
ing "Hhhhuurfluur
fumblekillthwefuckhurrsackin" at 
a large television screen. As a con
versational gambit it falls a little, 
but I suppose talking a Mitsubishu 
60" requires little in the way of 
emotional interplay. 

tlie whole thing. It was a revela
tion. The game, it seems, is a fight 
to be able to send off for a Bud
weiser T-shirt. At either end of the 
pitch there is a coupon that you 
can tear and send to the Bud Corp. 
and both teams try to get to the 
other team's end and tear up their 
coupon. The Elway is the only one 
who is intelligent enough to write, 
so the other team tries to maim 
him to such a level that he can't fill 
it in. 

l\\1\\f!tJ!tlt\011 

I found the game itself a little 
obscure. An apparently unlimited 
number of men try to kill each 
other in snatches of five seconds 
duaration. The pauses between 
are presumably for the dead and 
dying to be stretchered away to be 
quietly and humanely put out of 
their misery. The object appears 
to be to relieve one important 
player, The Elway, of his ability to 
·move, breathe, or have normal 
sexual relations. Before each five
second bout lots of players would 

. proudly display their bottoms, and 
then, at some signal they would all 
lunge forward, grab the nearest 
person, and calmly try to massacre 
them. The ball (I think it was the 
ball; it could have been someone's 
liver) eventually gets to the Elway, 
who stands around with it and con
siders. On of two things then hap
pen: either some blue-shirted 
player flys at him teeth first, in this. 
case the large and intoxicated men 
shout a lot; otherwise the Elway 
throws it at someone, who catches 
it and is buried under three or four 

By the time I'd figured it all out, 
it was half time, and the players 
bad stopped. Instead, other 
players sang songs. One group 
sang one called ''We are living the 
American Dream". So as not to 
confuse the audience, the words 
were flashed onto the screen one 
syllable at a time. Then a group of 
players' mothers sang "Silent 
Night". The sincerity flooded from 
the screen and tears of emotion 
flowed. There wasn 't a dry leg in 
the house. 

The second half started, and 
they ran around a bit, but no one 
got any T-shirts. It finally ground 
to a beer-stained halt, but as I 
stood up, something low and fast 
hit me in the solar plexus, and I 
knew no more. 

Police evict 
occupying 
students 

SUSSEX: On the 23rd January, 
police moved in to end a ten day 
.long student occupation in the 
administration buildings of Sussex 
University. At one time, Student 
was informed, up to 500 students 
had taken up residence. The occu
pation was in response to a paper 
drawn up by the University which 
proposed the cutting of more than 
90 jobs on campus; the abolition 
·of tutorial based teaching; and the 
axing of several courses. 

The proposals met with faint 
murmurs of disagreement last 
term when the report was first 
published. The students fought 
and consequently lost in univer
sity committees. The president of 
the Students' Union says that a 
General Meeting is being held 
today (Thursday) to decide on 
future action. 

Anti-gay 
motion anger 

LEJC;,stEa: At the end of last 
term one e f Leicester University's 
halls of residence declared itself a 
'Gay-free* zone. The motion to 
prevent Gaysoc posters and other 
Gay publicity from being dis
played, followed the hall's tradi-

tion of approving "silly" motions. 
However , there was uproar when 
the news became public, bringing 
about an emergency meeting of 
the Junior Common Room Com
mittee attended b the Students' 
Union ~resident. Subsequ.ently , 
the motion was massively over
turned. 

Dundee cuts 
. . languages 
DUNDEE: Student opposition to 
the recommended closure of Dun
dee University's Modern Lan
guages Department has resulted 
in their taking legal advice. 

The decision to recommend the 
closure was approved by 40 votes 
to 6 at a meeting of the University 
Senate and is expected to go 
before the University Court on 
February 2nd. 
. The .students will be supported 

,m their fight by the University 
Students' Assciciatioii who will be 
taking legal advice on behalf of 
the students in the department 
and intend to raise the matter with 
the University ombudsman. The 
Association also plans to organise 
a half-day student strike: 

Big bands: 
lockout ends 

YORK; Since the Boomtown Rats 
gave a concert in York three years 
ago, the University's Central Half. 
shut it's doors to any hint of a pop 

concert. Now it has relented~ ft other people. In this case the men 
wasn't the Rat's music, however, shout a lot. 
that induced this course of action, Graphic: Rory MacBeth 
but the audience itself. It was·------------------------
feared that the Hall, which is 
perched on the edge of a Univer-
sity lake, would suffer structural 
and interior damage if audiences 
persisted in behaving in a riotous 
manner, as before. Fortunately, 
though, the University has now 
reconsidered and concerts have 
been the go ahead on the premise 
that provision for dance space and 
a policy for a limited capacity 
audience is introduced. 

Miners welch 
on loan 

MANCHESTER POLY: During 
the miners strike two years ago 
Manchester polytechnic students 
gave a loan of £10,000 to Bold 
Coliery NUM. Today they want , 
but cannot get, their cash back. 
First the Bold NUM denied all 
knowledge of the loan before 
claiming that the money was a gift 
from the Polytechnic. It is the 
biggest ultra-vires payment ever 
made by the polytechnic students. 
The colliery, despite the strike has 
now closed down. However the 
Poly have taken legal action and a 
writ has been issued. The out
come of this disagreement looks 
bleak since now the Bold Mining 
Union is more or less only a wel
fare fund . 

NUDGE NUDGE WINK WINK 

SAY NO MORE EH SAY NO 

MORE KNOW WHAT I MEAN 

KNOW WHAT I MEAN NUDGE 

NUDGE SAY NO MORE DOES 

SHE LIKE PHOTOGRAPHY HE 

ASKED HIM KNOWINGLY 

STILL WHOOOOOHR EH 

WHOOOOHR. 
Valentines Day is coming up. Get your tenderest 
messages into the STUDENT boxes or the office 

by 1 pm on Tuesday 10th February. 
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Education (Again) 

Education, fighting the cuts and trying to get a decent 
campaign off the ground. Again. Well, I'm sorry, but I 
happen to think it's important. The problem is does any
one else. 

So. The Campaign is up on its feet, albeit a bit shaky, 
and staggering towards the starting blocks. Some pretty 
posters and placards have been made and quite a lot of 
leaflets printed. But with the proposed action barely two 
weeks from now, will anyone have read a leaflet? Will 
anyone be there to carry the placards? In other words 
will there be anyone who cares enough or knows enough 
to actually join in? 

Obviously, behind-the-scenes neg\)tiations with Uni
versity and Unions have been going on for some time. 
However, the best laid plans will come obviously unstuck 
if no-one actually turns up, especially if the media are 
present to record exactly how strongly students care for 
their education. 

Over the last few weeks, we have run stories detailing 
possible AUT strikes, and reports from government 
bodies claiming that the grant is insufficient. But has this 
got through to anyone? Publicity and straight facts from 
EUSA seems to be fairly thin on the ground. Malcolm 
Mcleod thinks it's time fingers were extracted from 
backsides and some work was done. He's probably right 
and I have every faith that Malcolm will be present on the 
front lines when the time comes. So maybe the time has 
come for the sabbaticals to really start investigating the 
skills of leadership and delegation. And maybe practised 
helping to extract fingers from other backsides as well as 
their own. 

It is. We are 

This paper is editorially independent of EUSA. It's 
rather distressing to fmd members of the SRC seeing the 
SRC as one body and the Sabbaticals as another, but that 
is not our problem it is the problem of both bodies, par
ticularly the Sabbaticals. 

Opinionated news stories are not the mark of good 
journalism. A fair, balanced representation of facts is. It 
is also far less patronising. The students at this University 
are bright enough to realise that 25 students do not make 
a particularly large demo, without being told. Opinions ' 
belong in this column, letters and "Opinion" features and 
that is where they will stay. 

There seems little to be gained from encouraging slang
ing matches between the paper and EUSA. We' re both 
trying to achieve the same goals and we can help each 
other, so let's get on with it. This paper is independent 
and will stay that way. 
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On the 30th of January 1972 -
Bloody Sunday - the British 
~my shot dead 13 unarmed civi
.1ans on an anti-internment march 
~n Derry. The 15 years since then 
ave seen many 5banges in the 

~ort~ of Ireland, but the brutality 
f Bnhsh repression remains the 
s~me . Yet, despite the terror tac
tics employed by the British state 
tn the Six Counties , the people's 

Rory Macbeth 
Jobn·Paul Morrison 
Andrew Jackson 

will to resist remains unbroken. 
Supporters of the Irish liberation 
struggle in this country have a 
chance to show their solidarity on 
Saturday 31st January when the 
annual Bloody Sunday commem
oration march takes place in Shef
field. Details of transport are 
available from sellers of "the next 
step" aroqnd the University. 

Andrew Gray, 
Secretary, EURCS. 

,Student welcomes letters ri-om readers, but in order 
·for us to publish as many as possible, please keep 
them short. Letters pllblished in Student do :not 
necessarily correspond with the opinion of .the 
~tor. ' 

.. 

Attacking 
Dear Editor' ll,!Otives behind the loans prop-

How disappointing that neither osal, namely the undermining of 
the EUSA . Secretary nor Presi- the state education system and a 
dent could find the time to reply to return to the harsher inequalities 
my letter on student loans (Let- of laissez-faire capitalism. 
ters, 15th Jan. '87). Instead, they It seems the sabbatieals have 
must rely upon their ubiquitous simply given up on the task of 
crony, Alan Young, to send up a organising effective action on 
smokescreen behind which they campus. The EUSA Secretary is 
can hide , created by his desperate trying to shirk his responsifolities 
diversionary attacks upon by throwing money around to pro
Labour's policy towards Cruise vide subsidised transport to a 
missles and council houses! · d emo hundreds of miles away in 

These are both topics of discus- Londo Ii to be held by the NUS, an 
sion for another day (soon I hope) organjsation of which this univer
but I must resist the temptation to sity is regrettably not a member 
follow Mr Young up his garden and for which the EUSA Secret-
path for fear that the sabbaticals ary seems to have nothing but 
may wriggle away from an exami- contempt judging from his past· 
nation of their action (or lack of it) ocmments on the subject. 
on student loans. The Labour Club wants a 

Jennifer Dunn (Letters , 22 Jan . broad-based anti-loans campaign 
'87) proclaims in ringing and which is POLITICAL in that it 
sanctimonious tones that Cathy exposes the political notives of the 
Presland is "speaking for the Tories , but not PARTY POLITI-
majority" · · CAL, not dominated by any one 

How is it then that neither the party. -
President nor the Secretary of However, it would be foolish to 
EUSA could be botbered or pretend that such a campaign 
organised enough to tell the would have the support of Con-
majority of studen~s about an servative elements (in which 
anti-loans demo held last week; category I would include, of tlie 
with the result that it was attended sabbaticals, at least the Secretary) 
by less than 25 people , all of them and it is a statement of fact that 
$RC members. the Labour Club gathered 2,000 

The naivety ot our non-political signatures on campus for an anti-
sabbaticals has caused them to Joans petition.last year. 
consistently underestimate the I hope this letter may provoke a 
seriousness of the threat posed by. direct reply from one of the sab
;tudent roans. They do not see the baticals rather t)lan a torrent of 

Attacking us . . . 
IJear Editor, · 

Is there, I ask myself, any point 
in writing this letter as I doubt 
anyone will even read it (presum
jng of course · it is printed in the 
first place). 

Q: Why will no one read it? 
A: Because very few people 

have the stamina and fortitude to 
wade through yet another deathly 
dull issue of the Glasgow Herald 
Award winner-Student. 

This has been apparent fo r 
some time to everyone, it would 
seem, except the staff of the 
paper. To bring th is to the atten-· 
tion of those concerned I take it 
upon myself to point out the main 
problems: . · 

( I) Many (in fact most) of the 
articles printed are very tedious 

imagination. 
I am not as shortsighted as to 

disregard important issues or. 
news stories . Yet there remains an 
unfilfilled and obvious gap among 
the pages of this paper for any. 
attempt at a little lighthearted
ness. Student could do with a very 
large· dose of Jaaps Health Salts 
(i.e . to give it more life). Any vol
unteers to play nurse? 

Yours in all seriousness, 
A Snake in the Grass 

i If any of · you agree with the 
points in this letter, why don't you 
come down and do something 
about it. Meeting times are 
detailed on the back page. If you 
don ' t like something, come down, 
push your way in and change it. 

and dare I say it - BORING. Dear Editor, 
(2} Fact 1 is re flected in the Whilst I cannot but be impre-· 

sales fi gures. 1,500 so ld copies ssed at Devin Scobie's masterful 
.sounds very impressive until you use of sexual innuendo in last 
consider there are 10,000 students week's "Liberals rubber news", 
at this university· the article treated a serious prob-

(3) To the point of Student to !em in a flippant manner. Concern 
entertain the reade r or to win the at the Liberal Club is one thing 
Glasgow Herald Award ; both and informative articles in Mid-
could be possible with a little week, although they may improve 

• • • 
irrelevant party . politicAI abuse 
from one of thefr syc0phaiitic ban· 
J!ers-on. 

Yours for peace, 
Adam O'Brien, 

Treasurer, EU Labour Club. 

Dear Editor, 
Contrary to a comment in last 

week's Student, it was never 
suggested by the SRC that we take 
editorial control of Student . How
ever, such a move could ensure 
greater independence than the 
present sycophancy being 
demonstrated by some of your 
"journalists. 

A fair deal of the work done in 
EUSA involves trying to get the 
sabbatkals to make a decision. 
For example, it has taken a certain 
EUSA Treasurer five weeks to 
deal with the budget of a certain 
Faculty . Council . ' 

So give credit where it is due. 
·Tue reason we are now getting 
some concerted action against, 
loans is because the SRC decided 
that that was the best course to 
follow. However, unless fingers 
are extracted from backsides, the 
whole thing could be a flop. Stu
dent should be helping to pull 
those fingers out, not telling the 
sabbaticals what a good job they 
are doing. 

Yours faithfully, 
Malcolm MacLeod 

readers: general know!Cdge, they 
do not improve the general situa
tion with their slant towards 
homosexual sex end hence · rein
forcement of prejudices. 

If you want to discuss AIDS in a 
purely technical way as a sexually 
transmitted disease, then it is 
obvious that condoms can help 
prevent transmission of the dis
ease, but if you pursue this argu
ment to its logical conclusion, 
then you should be advocating 
celibacy as the only way to 
safeguard your health . However , 
AIDS is not a purely technical 
problem and to view it as such 
completely dismisses the prob
lems of discrimination againsi the 
gay community and those who 
have the antibody in their blood. 
This is a problem which is not in . 
any way improved by over-drama
tic public information films, 
"explicit" leaflets or as indeed the 
Liberal Club would have us 
believe, "three inches of rubber 
tubing". 

Darren Green, 
President, Refolutiooary 

Communist Soc. 

Attacking everyone! 
tnumph over pragmatism" ·_ or 
was it the other way round? (Who 
cares: both homilies are equally 
meaningless.) Surely only a "non 
hack" is (proportionally) rep
resentative of the so-called "non
hack students o this University" 
- who Alan supposed champ
ions? No-one who has been editor 
of Student - or even anyone who 
writes letters to· it - can make a 
serious claim to being a "non
hack". I have no objection to 
Alan expressing his opinions, but 
such irrelevant meanderings can
not be allowed to go unchallenged 
iust because hardly anyone can be 
bothered writing in (although I 
wouldn't be surprised if the 
Labour Cl11b have sometlling to 
say to him). Indeed, I suspect that 
the letter may have been intended 
simply to provoke a few "hacks" 
(like myself) into writing letters to 
fill up this week's page. So be it. 

Dear Editor, 
Am I the first to spot the 

remarkable similarity between 
lain Catto and the notice-board 
outside the Student Accommoda
tion Service building? If you could 
see your way to reprinting last 
week's winsome pair of photo
graphs (p .4), I'm S!!re the collec
tive unconscious would be greatly 
enriched. Certainly, it would 
space better spent than that given 
over to Alan 'tedious letters in 
The Independent Young (p.5), 
.Student, last week. Alan's argu
ment (or should I say 
brainstorm?) boils down to the 
proposition (or, as he calls it , 
"fact") that it is pointless voting 
for the Labour Party simply 
because Mrs Thatcher' "doesn' t 
give a toss" about it, and because 
its policies (of which he seems to 
approve) over the last eight years 
have not been adopted by the 
Conservative government. Did 
no-one explain to Alan in his 

'Politics 2' lectures that It is usual 
in Britain for one political patty to 
be in power at a time? Or is he get
ting too excited about the role ol 
the SDP in the so-called "hung 
Parliament"? He is a victim of the 
extreme pragmatism that says that 
an action or belief is only justified 
if it brings immediate grajification 
to its progenitor. "Labour sup
ported the miner's strike" he .tells 
us (wait for it)" ... and the miners 
lost." By the same reasoning, if I 
support Aberdeen Football Club. 
and they are beaten up in the 
street , I should start supporting 
Partick Thistle. "Naive, stubborn , 
and pathetically dogmatic about. 
ideology" sounds more like· 
Thatcher than "the main opposi- · 
tion party" to me - and what 
about Owen on defence? Even in 
the 'SDP, to quote · Alan's pal 
Devin 'schoolboy jokes abour 
Durex' Scobie in his interview 
with the New Zealand Premier, 
"sometimes principle must. 

Yours aye, 
John Petrie 



Songs of Praise? 
THE CHRISTIANS 
Hoochie Coochie Club 

Have you ·ever tried to 
describe a nondescript band? 
Me neither, _but here goes. . 

1.30 am. On walk two 'musi
cians". Faint applause, lights 
dim, action. If that was the 
action, I should've stayed at 
home. OK, so there were 
some good points. 

Gary , lead singer of the Liver
puddlian band and' one of the . 
Christian brothers trio , has a deep 
soulful voice which came to light 
in his Bee-Bop backing vocals . 
Pity he looks like a clone of Max 
Headroom without the hair. Rus
sel, sporting a pair of black suedes 
and looking as cool as an o live in a 
microwave , provided soprano 
vocals, a cross between Fine 
Young Cannibals and a kick in the 
balls. 

But alright, I' ll relent a little. 
One in a Million, their opening 
song, is a good track, it even got 
played on Radio One today , so it 
must be alright (if you believe that 
you ' ll believe anything). Sad 
Songs was passable, Ideal World 
likewise , both combining jazzy 
trumpet lines. But the lyrics-ha! 
Forget it. T hey must take pages 
out of Mills a nd Boon books and 
set them to music. That, or one of 
Maggie's speeches . 

The keyboards were almost 
non-existent , but fo r this kind of 
funk-junk and jazz-razz that's not 
such a crisis. Maybe I've got a 
thing about bassists , but this one 
gets IO out o f 10 for speed and 
sheer brute force. Wish the same 
could be sa id for the other five . 

You know what they say about I Photo: Oliver Lim 
men with no hair? • . • They're 
bald. 

Afte rwards, while drowning 
thei r sorrows. the o live a nd Jwo 
Christia ns sa id it had been an off 
night. Yeah , yeah . "We really 
love your city though" ·said one, 

and invit~d ;,,e back to his hotel 
room. In true Christian sty le he 
was told to sod-off. If that 's- what 
Liverpool has to offer, they can 
stick it. .J.C. 

I ~lookknow~I 
From what I hear from 

some people, there seems to 
be a belief that we Music 
Pages folk are only concerned 
with the hip and obscure, and 
are contemptuous of the 
mainstream. Not true, not 
true; it's just that no one of 
any popular fame has ven
tured near Edinburgh for 
quite a while. Actually this. 
week is something of an · 
exception, as Elvis Costello : 
plays at the Playhouse on 
Sunday. 
Although not a great fan of Cos- I 
tello myself, this show promises to 

·be slightly different in that it fea
tures the Confederates rather than 
the Attractions, so expect plenty of 
that C&W twang. 

Those of you who wouldn' t be 
seen dead at the Playhouse can -

'look forward to a few treats at the 

DianeofCbeers(Channel4,Fri.) • . 

ever-reliable Venue. The Styn- Possible other TV highlights 
grites have slowed down a little include a new series of Cheers 
lately, and you can find out how (Channel 4 Friday), featuring the 
much tonight (although their wonderful Norm,, a man of deep 
Chambers St gig on Saturday has · profundity and huge waistline. A 
been cancelled, for obvious ·Michael Palin film entitled East of 
reasons). Fornier popstars H20 Ipswich also looks interesting on 
have been down on their luck for · BBC2 on Sunday. 
the last couple of years, so if you 're 
feeling charitable and pretty toter· After all that, we go intostage 2 
ant, they're playing on Saturday of our much-maligned COMPET
night. Most interestingly, Hurrah, ITION in an effort to get rid of 10 
the Kitchenware label's most . wonderful pieces of recorded 
recent graduates to major label music. Included in this wonderfut' 
status, play at the Venue on Mon- gift package are major opuses 
day. Although their recent singles (opera ?) by such megastars as The 
have been disappointingly noisy Fall, The Shop Assistants, the 
and unsubtle, compared to their Mighty Lemon Drops etc. As oor 
·earlier efforts, they might be · readers were too apathetic/slow 
worth investigating. Two Scottish witted/non-existent to answer the 
groups beginning to make their questions set last week, we're 
presence .felt feature else.where. going to make the questions very 

simple this week. (All the answers 
are linked with this week's col-The BMX Bandits are too sickly 

for me, but if you've got a sweet 
tooth, they're at Moray House on 
Saturday. Hue and Cry, mean
while, are a classy, soul-influenced 
set-up from Glasgow whose recent 
single I Refuse was promising. 
They're at the Hoocbie Coocbieon 
Friday. 

Music on TV is a dire as usual 
this week. All you 'groovy fuckers' 
who tune in to the Tube will catch 
the Psychedelic Furs, Scotland's 
own Proclaimers, and the Smithe· 
reens. Whistle Test has little more 
to offer with a feature on Swedish 
bands (?), a session from Sudden 
Sway, and one for the videos this, 
archive footage from Bon Jovi. 

umn. 

,. ,, ,, ,. ,, ,, ,, ,. ,. ,.,, ,. ,. ,, ,, 
1. Of whom is Napolron Dyna

mite a pseudonym? 
2. Name one other group con

nected with the Kitchenware 
label. 

3. Who is the singer with the 
Psychedelic Furs? .,, ,, ,. ,, ,, ,. ,. ,. , ,. ,. ,, ,, , 

I look forward to receiving lots of 
entries. (Just drop them in at the 
office in 48 The Pleasance). Clos
ing date forentries is 5th Feb
ruary. See you next week. 

Amy 

•••••••••••• ' E~ough?, it ·was easy to see wh 
APB . The bana are tight, professio~~l 
The Venue · and musically competent, but 
:..::.::::....:..::=;,._________ they lack the spark of excitement 

The last time I ventured 1 

into this establishment The 
Exploited were the star 

1 attraction. The audience had 
a combined IQ of about half a 
dozen, bondage pants were de 
rigeur and the air was pun- . 
gent with the aroma of vin
tage Airfix. 

But these are changed days. 
·since then , as has been fa ith fully 
documented in these hallowed 
columns, the place has had a 

'.faceli ft, a change of name and 
now attracts an altogether more 
sophisticated clientele. 

APB were tonight 's visitors. 
For the uninitiated, they are a six
piece from the Aberdeen area, 
who have been around since 1981. 
They have survived numerous 
personnel changes and released 
several singles, which have , how
ever, failed to bring them fame 
and fortune. 

Watching them perform their 
first two songs tonight , Whar Kind 
of Girl and ls -th~ Music Loud · 

A GIRL CALLED JOHNNY 
The Venue 

Well, here we are back at 
the Jailhouse, sorry, the 
Venue, on a freezing Monday 
night. All the railmen and 
,traffic wardens have vanished 
- the old place is really quite 
plush, a stage with curtains 
no less. 

A Girl Called Johnny have 
almost the perfect formula for pop 
success - a pretty girl up front, 
good-looking chaps , and a quirky 
memorable name. Their whole 
sound, and the guitars especially , 
bring to mind Orange Juice, but 
seem rather dated now. Whereas 
Love and Money retain the basic 
two-guitar formula, they have an 
overall feel which is modern. A 
Girl Called Johnny seems to be 
going back to the old style of Scot
tish pop but they do play it well. 

which sets . the pulses · racing. 
Perhaps their greatest disadvaiJ. 
tage is that they are so dam I 
pretty. They have the misfortun n 
to be a conventionally good-look~ 

·.ing band in an age when Th 
Housemartins h~ve proved tha~ 
extreme ugliness is a greater asset 
to aspmng artists. 

After the opening "dance" 
numbers failed to provoke any 
audience participation, the band 
resorted to slower songs , and 
early album track Part of rhe Dea/ 
forcefully demonst rated that this 
is an area which APB should con
centrate on more fully. The set 
deteriorated from this point, with 
the series of nondescript funk 
numbers following Part of rhe 
Deal providing the punters with 
an opportunity to get to the bar. 

Golden oldie Somerhing To 
Believe In stopped the rot, and 
paved the way for a strong finish 
which encapsulated all the best 
things the band have ever done 
including my personal favo urite ' 
the superb Talk To Me. ' 

Jack Matheison 

The guitar work is strong and 
lively , and on bass Neal Baldwyn 
looks a lot happier and more con
fident than he did with the 
Bluebells. Fiona Robertson's 
voice is tuneful enough but 
doesn't really stand out and 
sounded best when she was joined 
by Neal and lead guitaristJeremy. 
The music seems to be more 
suited to male vocals. 

However , the packs of young 
men much in evidence were no 
doubt pleased by Fiona's little 
dance around the tables at the 
front .' 

In the short set, Hello It Isn't 
Me, the new single, was the 
strongest number , along with 
Sugar Candy Honey (yet another 
confectionery song). 

If you miss the good old days of 
Postcard Records, reminisce with 
A Girl Called Johnny, all you 
need is a Boy called Edwyn. 

Claire Hildreth 

Photo: Paul Hutton_ 

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED 
FOR THE POST OF 

EDITOR 
OF FESTIVAL TIMES 1987 

All enquiries in writing to 

The Convener, EUSPB, 
48 Pleasance, 

Edinburgh EH8 9TJ. 

Cl.sing date for applications: 30th January 1987· 



Last week, one man and his wheelchair took The Venue by storm Da H d · 
· t• c d" • · . · ve owar 1s an innova 1ve ana 1an mus1c1an who IS now based in London and · · · 
gospel on the ''It Doesn't Cut Like A Knife" tour. Norah Famiin anT;eadmg Dobis Acetone 
along to talk to him . • • uzanne ran went 

Howard's Way 
sN: Why don't you admit that you're really a bloc- had ever heard them. It's just when I did hear 
khead and th.epat-top do is just a camouflage? them Ithought OK, I can get away with this! That's 

D: Ok ok, 1t s tr'!e! all it was. 
SN: Congrats on the release of Rock On. What's up Well, how do you handle dorks who insist 00 
next? calling you post-industrialist hardcore funk? 

D: Uhh ••• an album: My very very first album Oh yeah , I told that guy to kill himself. What a 
and I'm very pleezed to say that I will be producing goof! 
it myself without the help of a "celebrity musician" Tell us Dave, what is it exactly supposed 
being known as a producer. The demos themselves to mean , · · 
sound better than any of the records I ' ve putout so Yeah, I tried to ask.him that too. I mean lean see 
far. that there are elements of that in what I do. Like 

Are you happy with 'Rock On'? It seems like therearesomeslightdanceelementsin whatldoso 
producer J .J. Burne! is more in mind '"".ith what maybe that's funk now. Journalists are really good 
you want your toons to be hke than previous pro- at lumping things together, pigeonholing and pin-
ducer Dave Formula. ning down and saying ''that's what it is"! 

Well what Formula did was ok, 1 mean a lotta 
people liked Stuff Me In Your Blender, but JJ got 
the idea better. It was a mutual decision how Rock 
On came out but I listened back on it the other day 
and I thought it was terrible! The Acetone Sounds 
really limp! It doesn't cut through the air the way it 
should. 

Who are your idols? 
Fred Blasey and G. Gordon Liddy at the 

moment. Fred was the King or the SO's TV wrestl
ing. He sang Pencil-Neck Geek! 

What Canadian bands do you like? 
I like the Guess Who, some BTO, and the obvi

ous stuff like 'Goin' down the highway' (that 's 
Steppenwoif: ed.) 

What about some Scottish bands, say, the Shop 
Assistants? 

I dunno. Each to his own? Is that a safe com
ment? I guess I never was a fan of folk music. I 
mean I'd never slag it ..• I guess I don't like much 
of anything these days. I don't know if that's 
because of bow things are or bow I've become. I 
hope I haven't become jaded. 
(AC/DC is playing in the background). 

'This is ok. 
Do you dig Madonna? 
I think she's a cool lady but she should lay low for 

awhile. 
You're doing a gig at the 'Dotted Line' concert 

series at the ICA in London. Some of the bands 
scheduled have pUlled out because of disputes over 
the record coming out of it. 

Photo: John Lindsay 

The joke of the matter is that I can't see it selling 
that well anyway, not every band will be on it (I 
don't know if I'll be on it!), and not even many 
copies will be made up. It'll be a cultisb kind of 
record, get deleted probably within a year. One of 
those 'You've never beard of them' records. The 
amount of money they're offering is a lot more than 
artists' royalties anyways, and there are always 
mechanical and performance royalties., It's just 
not that big a deal to make such a big deal out of! Our .sour~es have leaked us the secret of your 

upcommg vm~I .duet with Sam Fox-apparently a 
cover of Feel like Makin ' Luv! Will this chart buster 
be on picturedisc? 

Who told you that? I'm sorry but I can't make a 
comment on that at this point in time. 

Any words of wisdom for your Dave-otees? 
Wow! •. • uh • .• make mistakes, they're good for 

you. 

Do you get sick of being compared to Suicide? 
Well, I think it's a fair compliment but not a fair 

comparison. They wrote only one kind of song 
really, whereas I write all different kinds of songs. 
The only real similarity is the instruments but they 
weren't an influence cause I was doing th~ before I 

~ould you rather marry Madonna, Sam Fox, or 
SheilaE? 

THE GUANA BATZ 
The Venue 

Stomping at the Venue! 
Some kerazy horse-shit barn 
dance this! See hair-styles 
defying the laws of Newton's 
gravity - runways for mos
quitoes! See ~oung boys dres- . 
¥d in only Bermuda shorts 
and DMs dancing like head
less chickens, in th.e middle of 
Janua'ry! Roll up! R~ll upt 
A.nd gasp ~t the ·bo_iy of the 
Singer, swirls of tattoos 
across his shoulders and his 
hack! Ladies and Gentl~men . 

The GUANA BATZ!! 
Hotte"r than Hell's Kitchen, 

sweat dripping off your forehead, 
Ybeour bac·k and the walls. ·A teddy 

· ars' picnic for 'billies - roc
~abillies , psychobillies , flUnkabil
IJes and plain old Williams! · · 
M The Guana Batz · shil on Tht 

eteors! More rockabilly than 
~sycho, they have escaped the t;:d ~nd of the mutant cemetery i 

re s barely any My Daddy was 
a Zombie in the Graveyard! mind· 

SheilaE 
Do you think UK-oids should visit Canada? 
No. 
Why? 
Cause they'll say the beer isn't big enough. 

rot. Stand out tracks were Piled
river, King Ra1, Please Give Me 
Something and as an encore a 
wipe-ou\ version of The Stray cats 
Rock This Town. A feature of the 
night was some of the friendliest 
stage invasions 1; ve ever seen
j umping on stage in mid-song to 
get their photos taken wi th the 
band! What we missed was the 
singer showing off his skateboard
ing skills during the sound check! 
Mi~hty impressive, i might add! 
Hang Ten! 

Andrew Tullabilly 

RED SMITHEREENS 
The Venue 

Q. What do you call an Orien
tal woman with a mixer on 
her head? 
A. Blenda. 

What, you may well ask, 
·has that to do with music? I 
asked myself the same ques
tion when I heard Red 
Smithereens play. . 

Laugha151e from the start, the 
band decided to build their audi
ence up to a suitable pitch of 

anticipat ion by having a wellc 
known piece by Prokofiev belted 
out at us. Prokofiev - now 
there's a bloke that knew a thing 
or two about music . 

Well , back went the curtains 
and there was the band , all done 
out very trendily- black blouson 
jackets and shades all round. Put· 
ting the drummer and keyboards 
player(?) onto automatic pilot , 
they started a song about 'girls 
and boys'. Snore. It 's a pity they 
didn't put as much into trying to 
play in time as they did into co
ordinating their outfits. Still , Red 
Smithereen_s are at least adored by 
. .. Red Smit~ereens . . 
After a set so short that l'barely 
had tim.e to lose two games of 
noughts and crosses , the band dis
appeared . However, deciding we 
deserved more , they came back 
and played their first song again . 
That game them a repertoire of 
about five songs, of which at least 
one was a cover version .. Then 
they played 'A gorgeous little 
song' called Kiss, in which the 
sin_8er (?)droned lyrics like 'Yeiih , 
yeah, a kiss is all I can take.· · · 

I'd had all I could take . 
Jane Bowie 

Just another short reminder that the Bd{i'an gypsy group 
Waso are playing the Queen's Hall on Friday night. As well 
as playing jazz in the Django Reinh!lfdt mould, the press 
release tells me that they also play tangos, valse musette, 
Russian and Flamenco music. Sounds good to me. Also, 
Platform have decided to continue their cheap student 
tickets, on production of a matric card. Sounds even better 
to me . . (Waso pictured ~oove) JAMES JA.iz 

LOCAL 
MOTIONS 

Continuing our series on local bands, we sent Jane Bowie 
along to talk to Scotland's f"mest foik-rockers We Free 
Kings. Photo: David Ford 

It waJi, I have to admit, with some trepidation that I set off 
in search of the new Venue and that almost legendary ''wild 
folk/ punk combo" (???) as We Free Kings have been 
described. It came therefore as a pleasant surprise to find no 
less than four out of the eight members of the band willing 
to subject themselves to that most refined form of mental 
torture - the inebriated interview( er). 

A typical We Free Kings audience - and they are growing- is an 
uninhibited dervish-like crowd of people• who look like they're 
dancing on bot coals. Tonight's reception bad pleased the band-this 
unaffected enthusiasm is what they deliberately aim for. "In 
Ireland," explained Pam the accordionist, ''we went down really well, 
and when we got back here it was all just ftat audiences, people being 
cool." With that in mind, how bad they been received in London, 
suppor.iRg The Waterboys? ''Quite well, considering that when we 
were playing the touts were still haggling for tickets outside. But that 
still means there was probably about fifteen hundred people in the 
house." 

Despite their growing success, the band has few Illusions about the 
music industry, particularly the big compaiiles. ''Let's face it," said 
the mandolin player, ''these people are just like big banks. They're 
not in it for music. They're in it for money. We've bad some real rip
off offers. We bad a publishing offer for Death of the Wild Colonial 
Boy (the last single) or a £5 advance - no, wait a minute- it was Sp, 
five pennies! Absolutely ludicrous!" 

Nevertheless the band will be appearing on two releases: their new 
single, Oceans, out in March, and a compilation album of ''folky 
bands - roots music, man". They have also recorded a session for 
Janice Long. How did that go? "When the guy actually heard us 
playing he was really pleasantly surprised. It was a heatwave - we 
were stinking! We went into Radio One, which is very posh, very 
snooty, expecting lots of swivel chairs and cheese plants. In fact there 
were about ~en young_ women per square yard being worked to death 
in that heatwave. It was a pretty seedy place altogether." 

What about the future? "We live from day to day," expliiined 
Philippa the cellist. •<The one thing we don't do is plan ahead." 
' 'Yeah,"said the mandolin man. ''We need amps, but we usually ean't 
afford to buy a round of drinks, let alone a round of ampllflers!" 
''We're all on the dole," put in Jo the singer. "Uncle Norman pays for 
all." 

Warning: Never, ever mention The P01U5. This ls a bad move. 
''They're BLOODY SIDTE - we HA TE The Pogues!!" 

I deemed it time to'Ieave. 
Jane Bowie. 
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Loth.ian Road 
2262688 
RUNAWAY TRAIN 
29-30 Jan; 2.00 
1 F~b; 6.00, 8.15 
Supposedly one of the most 
exciting epics of recent years-2. 
escaped conmen whizzing 
around the Alaskan wildnerness 
on diesel units; sounds posi
tively enthralling! 
DOWN BYLAW 
29Jan-2 Feb;6 .. 15 (not Sun), 8.30 
Stunning black and white film. 
dealing with the dubious 
escapades of 3 men, a pimp, adj 
and an Italian tourist - who just 
happened to brain someone with 
a billiard ball when caught cheat
ing at cards. 
THE MAGIC BOX 
·29 Jan; 3.00 
Superb biography of Willian
Frese-Greone, the forgotter 
inventor of films. 
DESERT H.EARTS 
29-31 Jan; 4.45 (not Fri), 6.45 
8.45 
A somewhat kinky film! Not onl, 
does Vivian change her marriec 
state, she becomes involved sex 
ually with · a younger women! 

WIZARD OF OZ 
31 Jan . 2.00 
Especially put on for those who 
managed to escape (whoops -
I mean miss). the annual Christ
mas showing'. Compulsive view
ing for those into tin men 
FAREWELL TO THE ARK 
Feb 2 5.30, 8.15 
·Strange film depicting a 
Japanese village in which all 
clocks but one have been banned 
and the happenings within it. 
UNDER FIRE . -
Feb.2-3 2.30 
The story of three journalists 
who come riding into a Central 
American firefight and their com
mitment to the career. 
STRANGER THAN PARADISE 
Feb.3-4, 6.45, 8.45 
Jim Jarmusch's award winning 
deb ut about a couple of young 
Americans who wisk their Hun
garian cousin away to the sunny 
beaches of Florida. · 

c A M 
Home St., Tollcross 
228 4141 

E 0 

A LOVE BEWITCHED 5.30, 9.00 
A timeless and magical movie 
that portrays the love of a widow, 
haunted by the ghost of her late 
husband, and her childhood 
sweetheart, just returned from 
prison. 
CARMEN 
3.45, 7.15 
The second in the triology from 
Saura-Antonio Gades which 'A 
Love Bewitched' concludes. 
Bizet's 'Carmen' is a Flamenco 
ballet tragedy, transposed from 
stage to screen.· 

NB : Both films can be 
seen in a double bill Sat. at 11 .15 
pm 

D O ·M IN IO· N 
Newbattle Terrace 
447 2660 
HEARTBURN 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30 
A weak, highly predictable 
storyline draws the money in due 
to Meryl "aren't I wonderful" 
Streep and Jack Nicholson, · 
. OUT OF AFRICA 
2.20, 7.20 
Especially for those who are 
unable to make Filmsoc on Sun
day, the Dominion has taken pity 
an~ are showing this for one 
whole week! 
RQPM WITH A VIEW , . 

As this film has been on since 
october everything that needs to 
be said already has been-so I'll 
h 

INTOLERANCE 
Pleasance 20 Jan; 6.45 
Charged with visionary excite
ment this is one of the finest 
achievements of cinema dealing 
with the potentialities of film. 
Sounds far from intolerable to 
me. 

OUT OF AFRICA 
George Square Theatre 
1 Feb; 6.45 
For those who have'nt already 
seen it, this is a must. Despite a 
somewhat cliched storyline, 
photography is superb - Streep 
& Redford are another main . 
attraction. 

THE SHOOTIST 
PALE RIDER 
George Square Theatre 
4 Feb; 6.45, 85 
A rather depressing, all be it 
moving film starring John 
Wayne as the central character 
dying of cancer. Horribly ironic 
·as Wayne died soon after. Also 
Clint " I'm a real cool dude" 
Eastwood plays the tough guy 
role. 

0 D 
Clerk Street 

667 7331 

E 0 

CROCODILE DUNDEE 
1.30 (not Sun), 6.15, 8.35 

N 

This is the one they're all talking 
about at the moment; and with 
good reason too. An excellent 
comedy to have you rolling in 
the ai.sles as _Paul Hogan tries to 
cope with the mayhem of the Big 
Apple. Book after 1 pm. · 

NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET: 
PART TWO-FREDDY'S REVENGE 
2.00 (not Sun) 4.30, 6.40, 8.50 
Fred of the furrowed face instills 
more terror into our hearts, veins 
and armpits. Well, I think there's 
a modicum of truth in that. 

PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED 
2.15 (not Sun) 5.45, 8.30 
The aforementioned female 
finds herself transported back to 
the past and faced with the 
dilemma of whether to marry the 
man she is divorcing in the pre
sent or to choose a different path. 
Confused She was, you will be. 

LABYRINTH 
Jan 31 2.00, 4.10 
David Bowie, as ugly as ever, 
plays the w icked king of the 
fairies but doesn't even mention 
Major Tom. 

A 
Lothian Rd 
2293030 

THE MISSION 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30 

B 

Drool over the ever-so-glossy 
Jeremy Irons. Pity he's a man 
ofthecloth in this but the way he 
strives to maintain his mission in 
the jungle has such a heavenly 
charm! 

GOLDEN CHILD 
Jan 30th onwards. phone for 
times. 
A new Eddie Murphy movie that 
apparently doesn't come up to 
the standards of his previous 
epics. Here he is a social worker 
looking for the Nepal-born sec
ond coming of the Messiah or 
such. Tacky eh? 

HEARTBREAK RIDGE 
2.30, 5.30, 8.30 

· a kick in the whatsits for Prince 
Edward. Cl int "Eastwood would 
have sorted him out. The 
marines ain't seen nothin' yet. 
Some people have no stamina. 

2 Forrest Road 
225 9873 
THE TRAGIC HISTORY OF 
DR FAUSTUS 
Till 31 Jan; 8 pm 
Matinee performance 31 Jan at 2 
pm 
£1 .50 (members), £2 students, 
£2.50Joe Public. 
BIRDSONG 
4 Feb; 1.15 pm 
£1.50, £1 for members 
A humorous play about the lives 
of two caged birds · . 

BRUNTON 
·H A L L 
Mussel burgh 
6652240 

Grindlay Street 
229 9697 
THE HYPOCHONDRIAK 
Till 14 Feb; 7.45 pm 
Sat matinee 7 Feb, 3.15 pm 
Tickets from £2.50-£5.50 
By Moliere, translated by Hector 
MacMillan. Presented by the; 
Royal Lyceum Theatre Company. 
We have an "insider" who works 
on this page and are informed that 
the audience never stops laughing 
at this one, so if you need cheering 

. up, we strongly advise you to go. 
See our competition for a free 
opportunity of doing so! 

K N G I s 
ROMEO AND JULIET 2 Leven Street 
28 Jan-7 Feb; 7 .45 pm 

229 1201 
Tickets: £2 and £3.50 . CINDERELLA 

. Thou ~ust go and feast thine ey~s , Till 21 Feb; 7 pm 
on this, one of t~e .most tragic Matinees 2.15 pm 
romances. A classic 1s not to be r k t . £5-£6 ·1 bl 
missed when it v1s1ts thy 1 ~ e. s. cones ava1 a e 
neighbourhood. A chance to This 1s pretty much a maratho~ of 
enhance thine education. a panto and to th1~k of somethm_g 

new to say about 1t every week 1s . 
:C H U R C H H I L L becoming a bit of a strain. The 

moral of this famous tale is that 
one must be able to fit into a glass 
slipper ii) order to find one's ideal 
partner in life, and this is no mean 
feat. (There's a pun there by the 
way.) 

Morningside Road 
CHASE ME COMRADE 
28 Jan-31 Jan; 7.30 pm 
Tickets : £2-£2.50 
Available from Cruickshanks, opp 
the theatre. 
By Ray Cooney. Edinburgh 
Theatre Arts perform a comedy 
taken from the story of a Russian 
ballet dancer defecting to the 
West. 

T H E A T R E 
WORKSHOP 
34 Hamilton Place · 
2265425 
THE IMAGE MACHINE 
3 Feb-7 Feb; 8 pm 
£2.50 (£1.25); two for the price of 
one on Tue and Wed. 
A performance project wh ich 
looks at the use of imagery to 
manipulate the truth. 

ADAM HOUSE' 
THEATRE 
Chambers Street 
LA FEMME DU BOULANGER 
28 Feb-31 Jan; 7.30 pm 
Byt Marcel Pagnol. Performed by 
Les Escogriffes,. the French 
Drama So~iety. 

29 market Street 
225 2383 
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 
til Feb. 28 
LUCIANO FABRO - landscapes 
- makes a change from the old 
'Athens of the North' scenery 
anyway. 

F L Y I N G 
COLOURS 
35 William Street 
225 6776 
Tues-Fri 11-6.00, Sat 10-1 
This gallery sounds like a visit to 
a primary' school art class but it 
isn't. It consists of a selection of 
contemporary paintings. Well 
maybe there's no difference. 

c 
c 

I T Y 
E N 

2 market Street 
Mon-Sat 10-5.00 
til Jan 31 

ART 
T R E 

ARNE EKELAND - a Norwegian 
artist if you hadn't guessed. -

·DISC-OVER: THE ART OF THE 
RECORD SLEEVE 

TRAVERSE 
112 West Bow, Grassma_rket 
2262633 
THE BUSKER 
Till 8 Feb; 7.30 pm 
Tickets: students £2.50 
A new version of James Kelman's 
first play, presented by Rough
cast. An encounter ensues bet
ween a blues-playing buske~, a 
down-at-heel Glaswegian and a 
young lady on a pavement in Bir
mingham, one cold December 
morning. 

0 D E 0 N 

NATIONAL 
GALLERY 

National Portrait Gallery 
1 Queen Street 
556 8921 
Mon-Sat 10-12.30, 1.20-5.00, Sun 
2-5.00 
Thomson by Wonnacott - spe
cially commissioned by the Gal
lery, a portrait ofthe Chairman of 
scotland's famous airline - no, 
that's not the guy who does 
parachute jumps from the DHT 

SCOTTISH 
-GALLERY 

94 George street 
225 5955 
ti l Feb 4 
RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION -

,Robert Henderson RSA RSW 
A VOYAGE ROUND BRITAIN -
1814-1825 
WILLIAM DANIELL, RA 
AOUINTINTS 
NICOLA HENLEY - TEXTILES 
SIMONE LYON CERAMIC 
SCULPTURE 

Matinees cost 75p; early 
£1 .50. These tickets are on· 
mance starts. No conces~ 
you can book these in adv 
cinemas. 

Members get in free toaff 
can be purchased in adva 
week and from the Postgr 
Place, at the weekend. Mem 

BED LA 
All tickets for lunchtime pr 
your consumption. Mem 
allows reductions on all · 
are held every Monday 
interested in any aspect 

T RAVE 
Exclusive offer this year 
which allows many ben 

- Sunday performance; £2 
before performan~e;free 
theatre clubs in Bntam. 

L VCEU 
They offer a plastic cardc , 
two tickets at concession 
mance). Check at boxoflic 

E S CA 'f 
Edinburgh Student Chan 1 

(225 4061 ). Pop into ouroa/I 
1 to 2 pm on Tuesdayfor 

S N O ed . 
Students are welcom h 
Orchestra concerts at th 
available from 7 pm eac 

CAM.~c1 
Afternoon shows co 
pm) are £2.70. 



N 
nces in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3. 

ingshows in Cine"'!a 3-th.e 
·ng.lncidentally, this place 1s 

SE 
shows (Sunday-Friday) cost 
e30 minutes before perfor
for main evening films but 

£2.30. Non-smoking in both 

nces. Guest tickets (£1.25) 
1ny Union Shop during the 

nts' Union, 24 Buccleuch 
is on sale at all shows. 

include soup and bread for 
the Bedlam is £2.00, which 
lam Committee meetings 

pm in the theatre. Anyone 
~always welcome. 

E 
rship : £4 for four years, 

include a free ticket to any 
standby ticket 10 minutes 

Traverse Bar and many other 

which allows you to claim 
1£1 off cost of any perfor
ils. 

are in 17/19 Guthrie Street 
·me or come down around 
!lunchtime gathering. 

te to all Scottish National 
II. Tickets cost £2 and are 

lleriing. 

Performances (7 .00, 9.00 

'ATRICULATION CARD 

t0Mf>Etlff 6N 
.,It's What you've all been wait
ion. What do we have to give. 

fl'v for the very wonderful "The 
de reviews at the Lyceum. An 
0 You have to do to win this 

~the 5 mistakes below which 
1ei:t·e -sorry (must be serious), 

10n on the page -

~~le the five correct answers on 
ne number (if you have one), 

un· 11 in one of the magnificent 
10n shops. Entries must be in 

ary. The draw will take place 
next week. Good luck! ,,,,,,,,,, 

ON 
U -MUS 

~~~~~~~~~~~-

THUR 29 JAN MON 2 FEB THUR29JANSAT 31 JAN 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~-

AMNESTY 
KB Centre, 12-2 pm 
Bookstall 
UNIVERSITY CHAPLAINCY 
KB Lunchtime talk in Sixth Level 
Common Room, 1.10 pm. 
" Aids In The Drug-thing Com
munity" by Dr J. Roy Robertson 
frm the west Granton Medical 
Group. 

EU ~RIENDS OF THE EARTH 
Cheviot Room, The Pleasance, 
7.30 pm 
This week's meeting is "Cam
paign Games" followed by a let
ter-writing session. 

·EU DEBATES 
Park Room, Teviot 1-2 pm 
A debate with the motion ; "This 
House would rather die than go 
t o a Comprehensive School." 

FRI 30 JAN 

CHRISTIAN UNION 
Chaplaincy Centre; coffee 7.45 
pm talk 8.15 pm " Fruits of the 
Spi~it, Part 2" .Speaker is Alastair 
Morrice. Everyone welcome. 

AMNESTY 
Teviot Row Union, 12-2 pm 
Bookstall, and balloon release 
outside Tel(iot Row. 

TEVIU I UNION 
A bar extension till 12.15 no less! 
More of. an excuse to get blot
toed. Doors close at 11 pm. 

FRIDAY NIGHT ... SATURDAY 
MORNING 
Potterrow 
Farewell to the Club Kasumo. 
Ring in the new in the trendy new 
look Potterrow on a Friday night 
and a trendy new name. Happy 
Hour 8.30-9.30. Band are the 
radiUJTl Cats. 

SAT 31 JAN 

RELATIVITY AND SILEAS 
George Square Theatre 
8 pm; £4 (from canongate 
Music and Virgin) 
There on1 y UK concert. 

METHSOC 
Epworth halls, Nicolson Suare, 8 
pm 
A Ceilidh . Music from the Caer 
Retton Ceilidh Band and. free 

, refreshments. Tickets ava1l~ble 
atthedoorfor£1.50only! lna1dof 
Church project. 

CHAMBERS SIRE.ET 
Due to the recent late ban at 
Chambers Street I regret to 
inform you that the Saturday 
night spot has shrunk to cl?se at 
11 pm. Still a disco so all 1s not 
lost. New games downstairs tool 

SUN 1 FEB 

METH SOC 

AIDS LECTURES 
David Hume Tower, Lecture 
Theatre , 1.10 pm. The first of a 
number of Faculty-based lec
tures (Arts and Music this time) 
on Aids. Lasts for approx. 35 
mins. 

EU SKI CLUB 
Burns Night Supper, Teviot Row 
Tickets available at club lunches 
(See Wed.) at £7. A four course 
meal, ceilidh and late bar. 

EU CONSERVATIVE 
ASSOCIATION 
Teviot Middle Reading Room, 1£ 
pm. The speaker is the American 
Consul General. 

TUES 3 FEB· 

AIDS LECTURES 
Martin Hall, New College, 12.15 
pm 
For the Divinity Faculty. 

EU DABATES 
Teviot Debating Hall, 7.30 pm 
A Workshop for would-be Robin 
Days. 

HIGHLAND SOCIETY 
Teviot Row Middle Reading 
Room, 6.30; pm. A talk by Her
mann Palsson. PS : Tickets are 
now on sale for the Highland 
Annual £3 and £2 from teviot 
Row Reception. 

WED 4 FEB 

UNIVERSITY CHAPLAINCY 
Midweek Service in Chaplaincy 
Cedntre at 1.1 0 pm. "Mary and 
Martha" Fr. Gerry Hand, St. Mar
.garet's Convent. 

EU SKI CLUB 
Every Wed 12.30-2 pm. Club 
lunches 80p in the Ochil Room, 
The Pleasance. Aviemore Lift tic
ket vouchers available .for £8.20 
(normal price, £10). 

GREEN BANANA CLUB 
Potterrow, 8 pm 
Boogie on down with the Goths. 

MAC ON THE MOVE 
Watch out for Money Advice 
Centre desks in Teviot, Student 
Centre, KB, George Square Lib
rary and Pollock during the week. 
A Recruitment Drive - volun
teers are needed. 

ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY 
CONFERENCE 
One-day Conference, 
Sat 7 Feb, 10 am-5.30 pm 
Lecture Hall C, DHT . 
Tickets £3.50 unwaged, £5 waged 
From Ai-Lien Banks 
Permanent . or temporary, a 

·dilemma of settlement archaeol
ogy? 

WHAT'S ON STAFF 
ALM Fran Hughes, Jo Lune 
THEATRE Lorna Henderson 
EXHIBS Sandra Catto 
UNIVENTS Fran Hughes 

THE STYNGRITES 
Venue 
10pm 

DEAF HEIGHTS AND 
CAJUN ACES 
THE STYNGRITES 
Chambers Street No longer a Psychobilly band, the 

Styngs have opted for a sixties
influenced rock 'n' roll sound. 

·POLITICAL ASYLUM 

Louisiana Cajun sounds from the 
Aces and sixties-influenced rock 
from the Styngs. 

THE THANES 
(To be confirmed) 
Rumours, Lothian Road 

.BLUEFINGER 
Preservation Hall 
9 pm; Free 
Rhvtmn 'n' blues 

SUN 1 FEB 
PA are the (in)famous local anar
cho-punkers, and The Thanes are 
a garage-psychedelia group. If the 
gig is confirmed it is to be video
taped for inclusion in a compila
tion of Edinburgh bands. So 
here's your chance to be seen 
gyrating your hips on TV. 

El.VIS CUSTELLO SINGS AGAIN 
Playhouse 
8 pm; £7.50, £8.50 

RANCANTEEN 
Preservation Hall 
9 pm; Free 

Elvis returns after his triumphant 
shows with his other band, The 
Confederates. 

Reggae and African-ringed 

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS 
'Preservation Ha.JI 
9 pm; Free . 

combo. 
BILLY JONES 
Lord Darnley, West Port 
9pm 
Pop/Folk 

Tam and his men hit you once 
again with their raunchy rhythm 
'n' blues 'Sound. 

FRI 30 JAN 
HUE AND CRY 
Hoochie Coochie 
10.30 pm 

!:lllLt JONES 
Lord Darnley 
9.30 pm; Free 
Pop/Folk 

SCOTTISH SINFONIA 
Queen's Hall 

Leading Glasgow group expected 
to go far with its intense, soul
influenced music. 

7.45 pm; £3 (£2.40/£1.50) 

rHE CA TER(IN 
MON 2 FEB 

Venue 
10pm 

HURRAH 
Venue 
10pm Reminiscent of Stiff Little Fingers · 

but with a style all their own. 
THE BLOCK BROTHERS 
Preservation Hall 

Guitar-based rock from the group 
who supported Prefab Sprout on 
their tour last year. 

9 pm; Free . 
Cover versions of Spnngsteen, 
Bowie and many others. 
Oi"1GAN HECITAL 
M.:Ewan Hall 

TUES 3 
LUNCHTIME CONCERT 
Reid Concert Hall 

FEB 

1. 10 µrn;Free 
Herrick Bunney plays Parry's Fan
t.is ia and Fugue in G, the Chorale 
No. 1 by Fr.inck and a Toccata by 
Mu let 

1.10 pm ; Free 
Beethoven's Sonata Op. 30 No 

3 and the Violin Sonata by Pro· 
kofiev. 
TONIGHT AT NOON 
Preservation Hall 

SNO 
Usher Hall 
7.30 µin ; f2 -1'8 
Finlandia by Sibelius and 
R ... d1111Jninov's 2nd Symphony 
1 lrc the 1noin ..i tt r .. 1ction. 

SAT 
sr:o 
Ol.ccn's Hall 

31 

/ .45 p111 ; f3-f8 .50 

JAN 

a pm; Free 
' DEAD CERT 
Preservation Hall 
9 pm; Free 

WED 
BILLY JONES 
Canny Man's 
9 pm; Free 
Pop/Folk 

LOOACKA BOP 
Boston Bean Co. 
"J µm; Free 

4 

Ki.:ks off w ith Sir Peter Maxwell 
f),iv;cs's Overture, 'Jimack the 
l'cJ>tie'. Sd1onberg 's Verklarte 
\J .1cht Jnd MoLart's Clarinet Con-. 
.;, ,, l0 f<Jllow , Jnd then it's good
bye wi tl1 : 1,1yd11's 'Farewell' Sym
ihony. 

.DEAD MAN'S JIVE 
The Cavern, Cowgate 

OOEONI 

OOEON2 

OD SON 
Cl,ERK STREET 031-667 7331/2 

Tire 1lMt OA~ 
The International Box Offioe Sensation 

PAUL HOGAN is 

CROCODILE DUNDEE (15) 
Separate programmes at 1.45, 3.50, 6.96, 8.35. Sunday 6.05, 8.35. 

FREDDY'S REVENGE 
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET PART 2 (18) 

Separate programmes at 2.00, 4.30, 6.40, 8.50. Saturday/Sunday 6.40, 8.50. 

OOEON 3 A warm - nostalgic and moving comedy 
KATHLEEN TURNER in FRANCIS COPPOLA'S 
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED (15) 

Separate programmes at 2. 15 (cxc. Sun.), 5.45, 8.30. 

FEB 

LATE NIGHT MOlllES AT 11. 15 pm 
Saturdlly31ot....,_.,.: CRCXXM*EDUNDEEt15l 

Fridoy8th Februart: Jomes Deon EAST OF EDEN 11s1aREBEL WITHOUT ACAUSEt15) 
Smudoy 14th febru..-, : ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW 11s1 •YOUNG FRANKENSTBN !151 

-£2onproductlon olnmric:cord. 

ROBERT HALPERN 
The Outrageous- Mystical - Hilarious Hypnotist 

Every Saturday at 11 .45 pm. A.SI seats £2.50. Late Bar. 

LOOKOUT FOR: 
From 27th February: Scan Connery TIIE NAME OF THE ROSE (15) 

THE NEW TERROR OFTiiE FLY (15) 
From 13th March: Paul Newman , Tom Cruise THE COLOUR OF MONEY (15) 

From 27th March: Harrison Ford 11-IE MOSQUITO COAST (PG) 

STUDENTS -All performances up to 6 pm: [1.50. 
After 6 pm: £2 on production of matric cards! 

Join our Video library- Membership only £1 
Open 12noon-10pm Sunday4-10pm. 

Nicolson Square, 8 pm. A 
Methsoc meeting at Nicolson · 
Square Methodist Church. Th~re 
il?an inter-society panel on which 
topical questions are debated by 
n\embers of all the Christian 

n welcome. 
MUSIC Hugh Jarce . 



,. 

10 STUDENT 

Faustus flops 
DRAMA 

DOCTOR, FAUSTUS 

Bedlam Theatre 24-31 Jan 

This week EUTC have 
launched the first mainterm of the 
r.ew year, Docto; Faustus by Mar
·Jowe. It is a hugely ambitious pro~ 
ject, involving an enormous cast 
and production team. Unfortu
nately the production is a flop of 
almost comparable scale, and one 
wonders at the confidence of the 
direct9r who sought to tackle the 
play. ' 

We are treated to a set, rich in 
trap doors and pieces of wire , 
which reaches up through the 
stage lights to the balcony theatre. 
Up there female members of the 
cast greet us with incongruous 
extracts from Milton and Blake, 
which we can't hear, in a vain 

. attempt to conjure up some of the 
atmosphere of the sorcery. In 
front of us , with an awkward strut 
and a tinselled ruff, stands 
Lucifer, and below him our blond
haired villain, Faustus, patrolling 
the stage like a policeman bound 
to a beat. Around them flutter 
more women displaying the 
elementary skills of contemporary 
dance, which are meant to-con
vince us of their ability to fly . 

Brian Davison seems to have 
been looking for a literal rep
resentation of the play's sorcery 

REMANANTS OF THE 
AUTHENTIC 
Stills Gallery; 
until 14th February 

This exhibition is a collection of 
work from 14 contemporary Ger
man photographers showing 
recent ideas which have 
developed in photography in Ger
many. Many themes were 
explored and each was taken to its 
full force of impact by the use of 

black and white as well as colour 
and single and sequential imag
ery. 

Michael Schmidt and Monika 
Masse are two of the artists who 
represented themes connected 
with the East-West conflict. Both 
of them use sequential imagery 
rather than one single image 
which helps to heighten the effect 
achieved. fyionika Masse's group 
of photographs is entitled "No 
Man's Land". She uses colour as 
well as black and white and in the 
n_iajori~y of them she captures 
smgle mammate objects from a 
distance; a bicycle on a frozen 
pond creates a feeling of barren
neS!> about the photograph. A 
baby and a man lose their indi
~icfual i~entification through the 
mteract1on of man-made barriers 
whilst the artist's first name goe~ 

"A sad and empty production". 

wherever he can find it , a kind of 
rich spectacle of moving table dis
hes and sundry apparitions (the 
limitations of The Bedlam as a 
theatre seem not to have deterred 
him). The effect of this on the 
audience is that our powers of 
imagination soon disintegrate. 
The imagery of the text becomes 
an inaccessible piece of poetic 
nonsense under the pressure of 
incompetent and useless visual 
convulsions, a fact which isn't 
helped by the random attitudes of 
the actors to the text. 

The director's preview on these 
paes last week described Marlowe 
as an athetist and homosexual 
(neither of which claims are well 
grounded) yet his production 
becomes a confirmation of devout 
religiom faith, presenting an 

EXHIBS 
up in flames perhaps signifying 
the prevention of freedom of 
thought as well as just the theme 
of "no· man's land". 

Mic~ael Schmidt's photographs · 
are all m black and white and are 
of sections of the Berlin Wall· 
they are entitled "Berlin 1985"' 
Again the East-West conflict i~ 
emphasised in particular some 

' I 
l 

close-ups of graffiti woere the 
words "Americans" and "Soviets" 
are emphasised. Americans is on 
a r~ttin~ pit<ce of board whereas 
Soviets 15 on solid wall, another 
deeper political statement? 

Walter Dahn's photographs are · 

author whose 'atheism' extends 
only so fl!r as his (widely shared) 
hostility towards the corruption of 
the papal court, which he s~nds up 
at the beginning of act Three. The 
production ends with Faustus con
demned not for the secular con
text of his desire for knowledge by · 
an inquisitional church, but for his 
pact with Lucifer, and his 
renouncement of God, for which 
he forfits the Kingdom of heaven. · 

Richard Metcalf was miscast as 
Faustus and his performance com
pounded the productions prob
lems by its total failure to throw 
light on the depths of the man's. 
predicament. A sad and empty 
production which cut its own 
throat and rendered a breat play 
confused andimpotent. 

Ben Simms 

"LANDSCAPES" -
LUCIANO FABRO 
Fruitmarket Gallery; 
until 20th February 

Landscapes? ·perhaps this title 
is some little joke by Mr Fabro; 
but no , that's what the exhibi
tion's called, and that's what it's 
supposed to be. 

The sculptures are divided into 
two sections: downstairs is a 
rather oddball collection of work. 
from over the years and upstairs 
the exhibi.ts get together easier, 
but you sttll get the feeling this is 
art for art's sake. 

The ~xhibi!i9n gel).erally lacks 
something; my suggestion is 
movement. Some sculptures need 
t? be animate and not just hang as 
lifeless lumps in their sparse envi
ronment . Downstairs , a block of . 
marble is suspended from the ceil
ing li_ke a cloud, apparently testing 
gravity. On the far wall is 
Arcobaleno or Rainbow (1981) 
70 feet of spectrum coloured 
material, pegged over the length 
of.the wall, but not in your normal 
rainbow arch, instead it squiggles 
along directionless and confused. · 

On sauntering upstairs I am 
greeted with a frame tent _ 
kindly l_ent by a camping company 
- which houses a landscape 
painting from the tum of the cen
tury-: lent by Edinburgh District 
Counctl. This, installed by the 

~ore surreal ~han the others pre- GALLOVIDIA _ 
v10usly mentioned. His photo-
graph "Attack of the Bats in Max · WENDY McMURDO 
Ernst's Birthplace", resembling . 'iip;:ri~~7tm=a;-ke_r_s~W~o:.rk:.s:.h=o::.p.::;; :.._ __ 
one of Ernst's collages, is an: unttl 7th February 
~xtremely powerful image, creat-
mg? ~urreal effect by the superim- . "Gallovidia" - a suggestive 
pos1tton of two exposures. title for a distinctive exhibition 
~ much simpler image is combining images from Italy and 

ocniured up by Gosbert Adler's Galloway· The work of the young 
"Nadja", where the spectator is contempor~ artist, Wendy 

:~ade to feel ju~t that with the McMurdo, illustrates reactions to 
Views of the single windows ·sur- ~~s~abitation of these. two coun
rounded. by darkness helping to 
pull you mto them, .. The first section of the exhlbi- · 

tio~ reveals confusing images of 
Robbie·CarsweU · Itahan motifs. These works arrive 

------------· verbose speech. The char THE HYPOCHONDRIAK sinks to his knees, still spea~cter 
Lyceum; until 14th February and shouts his last lines throing, 

. , . the narrowing gap betw ugh • 
Mohere died a couple of hours tain and floor. een cur, I 

after a performance of "The The lotisacomm ct· , 
Hypochondnak" and a couple ofr1 t d Pd th f r he ta dell ane 
hours after last Friday's perfor- 1~.an :r ;. ethoo ts dmaster has 
mance I was in the Edinburgh ts m etn JOntsh. warte by the Wily I 
w· B · servan , m 1s case the spir"t I 

I shall leave that allegory time . , · ' Y. Grace 
me ar. . Toinette played b 

1 
ed I 

to sink in and say simply that "The .Glover ' but the sheer vivacity of 
Hypochondriak" is the funniest th~_langrage alone keeps the plot· 
and most enjoyable piece of sat mg a ong. . 
theatre that I have seen all year. S~/ you ctn fmd the time, l 

It uses the potential of the wou strong Y recommend that 
h . . you head to the Lyceum t 

t eatre to great effect: musicians "Th H h d . 
0 

catch 
march down the aisles; characters .e ypoc on nak" · Its on 
descend on wires from the ceiling; un~tl th~ 20th of ~ebru~ry and it's 
and act one ends with a slow cur- ·t 0~ ~nmer t an Crocodile 
tain falling during a particularly un ee · Oav:id Stenhouse : . . . 

BALL BOYS 
Bedlam; 21st January 

I'm tempted to say that most 
people in the Bedlam think that 
Marx and Spenser is where you 
buy your underwear from , but it's 
a cheap joke, so I won't. 

The reason I bring up those two 
old egalitarians is because they 
had quite a lot to do with last 
Wednesday's Bedlam lunchtime 
"Ball Boys" Uust as well really
it's hard to say anything funny 
about Alexis de Torqueville) . 

The play is set in the locker 
room at Wimbledon in the lead
up to the men's singles final, but 
the real action centres itself 
around . a discussion of power, 
oppression arid revoltuion bet
ween two ball boys, the philosphi
cal Rupert (a splendidly gorniless 
performance by Andrew Spar
row) and the aggressive One Eye 
(Richard Scorer). 

Rupert aspires to be show j' 
the television at the ladies' s· ~on 
final, but <?~e Eye's aspir~~o es I 
are more s1mster. His aim is ~ 
wreak revenge_ for .a humiliation 
revenge on society m general d I 
Sven Svensson, the tarn' an 
S d. ht . . ous 

we 1~ ~nms star, m pa~icular. 
. The1r d1scuss1on encompass 
m none too serious a vein 1~· 
works of Marx, Feuerbach' an: 
the son~s of B~b Dylan, and the 
production mamtained the light 
touch, and_ sense of fun necessary 
to ma_ke t_his play of ideas a play of 
amusing ideas. 

When One Eye comes to seek 
~s symbolic revenge - Svensson 
ts garotted by a string from his 
own _tennis racket - the message 
ts simple. Svensson is killed 
because of his attractiveness and 
power, for "it is not class that 
divides the world but beauty. And 
one day the ugly will rise." 

So watch out. . 
David Stenhowe. 

I 
L Efe~o-::- "sc~lptures hang as lifeless Juinps· l 

:rtist, ts entitled Spatial Concepi also comes in the form of leather, 
'fter Watteau and probably s.ums canvas and road maps. One, enll· 

.up why art students are generally tied Italia de/ Do/ore (Italy of Sor· 
scorned as wastmg the ratepayers' row ) (1975) consists of twisted 

. money. metal, from ~hich hangs strips of I 
The re~t of the gallery is con- a shredded road map; fro!D a dis· 

s~med_ with the artist's fetish for tance it looks like limp seaweed. I 
his native I_taly. The country's out- Maybe I'm wrong, but this exh1~'i 
lme acts like a template, and is tion is nothing new. Landscape· 1 

cast m bronze, draped in iron choose the painting. 
mesh, or spiral_led in co)Jper. It AJisOP Brollll 

?aturally from the artist's period 
m Florence. The linear 
assen_iblage of images turn the 
drawmgs ·tnto an illegible state. 
Ho~ever, the purely simple 

. motifs , found in her works "'M' 
was a Milkmaid" and "'M' was a 

. Mother" , evoke a strong pre
sence. 
. A solid, repetitiqus, expres
sm~ess figure , present in the 
~st's Italian pieces, dominates 
a15? ~he works created whilst 
arttst-U?-residence in Dumfries. 
Jfei:..attempt to narrate the experi
ence of this residency resolves 

itself in . complex, distant ~ni 
incomprehensible stat~roen d 
Yet the . variety of print~r ~n 
drawing techniques, explo~ist's 
the exhibition .records the 1 the' 
ability to handle c;ornpetent ~ of 
differing and limitless rang 
media. . . fonsof 

Positive signs and indtca 
1 

thiS f 
promise unfold strongly _froP1 ,;ill 
exhibition: perhaps tull~plel· r 

. allow clarity to conquer co ~eodl' 
ity and thus allow gniseO 
M~Murdo's work to be reCO 1 

with a forceful impact. -~i.Steil 
Meh .... -

j 



Buses and ·eec.kett 
JiJJl Kelman is one of the most exciting figures in the 
uvely Scottish writing scene. His play, The Busker 
opens this week at the Traverse.An_«)y SparrOI~ 
spoke to him aout Politics, Popularity and black Pen-
guins. _ 

"Just look at the stuff that's 
oduced, take the great contem

~rary English writers of the last 

1 rty years - they're all fucking 
h~peless ... You'd be laughed out 
·f world literature if you were to 
out forward things like Philip Lar-
p . ' . k I kin and all that: 1t s JUn , tota sec-
ond rate junk ." 

That was Jim Kelman in an 
interview with the Edinburgh 
Review some years ago, I met him 
in Glasgow, where he is rehears
ing his play 'The Busker' which 
opens at the Travese this week. 
We sat in a small kitchen and 
talked about Literature. 

"English Literature never 
existed for me, I used to read 
American instead. English Litera
ture 's really middle class, you 
know. Every time someone with 
my accent appeared, for instance, 
he was always a servant or a rob- 
ber. I didn' t want to be part of 
that. " 

"You 're working in a 
factory, right, and you 
come out of the closet. 
You're not gay; what you 
are is a reader of Penguin 
Classics." 

"How did you discover litera
ture?" 

"Just by going to the library 
from an early age , really that's all. 
Just by reading." Kelman is a 
genuine working class intellec
tual. He is deeply contemptuous 
not just of middle class literature 
(which is to say most English liter
ature) but also of universities , 
which monopolise the literature 
mdustry in this country . I asked 
him why. 

."I find it rotten , the whole 
thmg, in the sense that it stinks. I 
used to find it really annoying 
because, each time I was here it 
was because of the mon~y , 
because of my own need. The first 
time, it was because I couldn't get 

_any money from the labour 
exchange. The seconcl tirti~ r b;v\ 
run out of money agam. My w11e 

had a wage so there' was no' social 
security." · 

BRi-1®11 
~CLIFFE ENSEMBLE 
~Hall ; 22nd January 

f The Redcliffe Concerts were 
.ounded in 1963 by Francis Routh 
in orde t B . . r o perform the works of 
/ 111sh composers, and in this 
etect they are unique. 

St . he programme started with a 
w~:~~ Trio by Lennox Berkeley 
do b quickly d isposed of any 

'e u ts about the quality of this 
V~I~lllble: E.<lwafd Vanderspar's 
pa ~ was fairly ringing with the 
th:~1~n of the piece, to the extent 
vior .e slightly overwhelmed the 
clininist who was taking a rather 
Was1:~ approach. The piece itself 
and hi simple form and melody 
bes ·Jhly en1oyable. This cannot 
bnh' aq,om th.e Canti Notturni 

0.mas Wilson. · 
Jin anctRoughly speaking the "vio
Waits f viola were creating ; the 
dren ° a thousand dying chil
scre;ch~hilst . th~ clarinet was 

. ng notes mto the bowels . 

"The other thing , as far as 1 was 
concerned, was the fact that the 
tutors had access to everything a 
writer needed. I couldn' t use any 
of their books any of their paper. 
They had them free, a photo
copier, pencils, rubbers, typewrit
ers the use of the library for 
research. You see, there are the 
important things . When I started 
out, I was blocked from 
resources." 

"You can see this easier with 
painters. There's an exhibition 
now at the 369 Gallery, Alan· 
Fletcher, Carole Gibbons and 
peopI.e like that. People said 
about Carole , 'Why are you using 
such and such material, bits of 
wood, pieces of metal, stuff like 
that .' They didn't use this material 
because they wanted to. They did 
it because they had to, because 
they could not afford anything 
else. In the same way, if someone 
asks why do I write longhand, its 
because I can't afford a fucking 
typewriter. " 

Kelman feels university 

!
resources should be open to all. 
"People should have access to lit_
erature, should have access to lib
raries. But they're made to feel as 
if it isn't theirs. There is this great 
assumption that Plato was middle 
class, that Cicero was middle 
class. And you can't get to find out 
about it unless you go to unvier
.sity, unless you receive further 
education." 

In his writing, Kelman tries to 
describe working class experi
ence, to give it a voice. He writes 
in total opposition to the 
mainstream tradition of English 
literature. His first novel, The 
Busconductor Hines , describes a 
busconducter (who happens to be 
an intellectual) as he struggles to 
get by and confronts the apparent 
meaningless of his life, 
His second, A Chance'r, describes 
.a worker whose life is taken up by 
gambling. As S. J. Wiseman said 
in the Edinburgh Review, "Even 
more than in Hines, Kelman is 
here writing about lhings that the . 
average reader of novels may well 
know nothing about." 

Kelman is not a consciously 
popular writer. What was the 

of the grand piano, Quite how the 
excellent Angela Malsbury man-: 
aged to mak« her clar~net 'Sound 
like an alto saxophon·e .with a 
nervous breakdown remains ~ 
mvsterv. · 

After the interval , the prog-
framme continued with an Elegy 
for Viola and Cello by Thea Mus
grave, which demands virtuoso 
standards by both players. They 
did not disappoint and we were 
treated to seven minutes of musi
cal ecstasy. 

Finally came the Quartet in 
One Movement by Leighton , a 
piece designed to explore the con
trasts between piano and strings. 
It produced a tremendous perfor
mance from Nicola Meecham, 
especially in the Presto section , 
where the pianist plays quite inde
pendently of the strings. It really 

· sounded like improvisation. How 
·she managed to produce that sort 
of performance in front of such a 

· pathetically small audience 
amazes me. Aren't some people 
supposed to be studying music at 

·Edinburgh? 
Tom Leopold 

Opposition to the mainstream tradition 'Photo credit: Oliver Lim 

point, ·I asked, of establishing a 
working class voic~ if his books 
were only going to be read by a 

·: small minority ofrniddle class lit
erali? 

He denied this. "If Hines is a 
novel that has succeeded, then 
you have to accept the possibility 
of a working class guy who is also 
an intellectual. The world in 
which your book lands is not 
necesarily a middle class one. I 
can write for my friends, my 
neighbours, people who were on 
the bus with me." 

"If anyone asks me why I 
write longhand it's 
because I can't afford a 
fucking typewriter." 

"Uoes that happen , though'!" 
"Well , sure. Jeff Torrington 

gave me the example of reading 
Penguin novels. You're working 
in a factory, right, and you come 
out of the closet. You're not gay, 
what you are is a reader of black• 
penguins. You're standing in the 

washrooms and you get caught 
with it. In that way you can find 
out who you can talk to." 

"When you were on the buses, 
how many people did you talk 
about literature with?" 

"I don't know. I mean, how 
many people do you talk about lit
erature with outside Uni? ... the 
point I'm making is that its a great 
erroi;, and in some sense it's pre
sumptious to think that it's the 
middle class that reads literature. 
It's a minority of the middle class 
and a minority of the working 
class. Once we've cleared the 
terms, I think your position is dis
solving. 

In the Scottish theatre world , 
companies like 7:84 Scotland and 
Wildcat have been trying to estab
lish a popular, working class 
drama. I asked Kelman what he 
thought about it . 

"It's not really popular. To me, 
it just represents the middle class 
views of the working class. If I had 
a theatre company and I wanted 
to take something to Craigmillar; 
I would take Miss Julie rather 
than The Cheviot, the Stag and 

~ Pirates on tour 
PIRATES OF PENZANCE 
Peebles; 25th January OPERA 

As a new venture this year, the 
Savoy Opera Group decided to·1 for th~ role· o(a'n adolescent 21-
take Sally Bates's production of, year-old The delightful Mabel 
"The Pirates of Penzance" to the t' , ·-· · ; ' 
border towns of Selkirk and Pee- piax:_d by Heather Coates, was. a 
bl' \ maior strength to the central 

es. character group. The flam-
With regard to siage produc- boyance and dramatic strength of 

tion , a major visual achievement the Pirate King (Andrew Berger
was the conscientious 'use of such son) was unfortunately dulled by 
a small stage . The orchestration his rather weak vocal production. 

· on the other hand for wind ensem- However , any such defects in 
ble proved a sensitive accompani- · these characters were more than 

. ment to a generally satisfying · outweighed by the exuberance 
musical performance; Chris Bell's and energy of the Pirates' and 
hard work evidently providing the Maidens' choruses. their Con-

. l · · centration and attention to detail, · nec_essary mus1ca contmmty. 
both musically and dramatically , · 

the Black, Bfaclc OiL 'JM yo~ ·can 
take both. " 

"Are you a political writer?" 
"Yes . . . in the sense that 

there's no such thing as a non
political writer. But I'm not Polit-

"It's a great error, and in 
some ways it's presump
tions, to think that it's 
the middle class that 
reads literature." 

ical with a capital P. Politics 
shouldn't come in the way of the 
text , it shouldn't be all important, 
because that would be bad art?" 

"Is it always bad art?" 
"I'm not sure. The way I see it. 

you have to remember some . 
thinl(S, if you have to be con
scious, say of a political statement 
it'll il)terfere with what you're try
ing to say, interfere with it on a 
structural basis." 

The Busker opens at the 

1Traverse this week. It was first 
performed two years ago at the 
Fringe. In the play, a busker 
played by a pe.rforming musician, 
is joined on the street by a man 
and a lady. Nothing much hap
pens but the play explores their 
changing relationship. This makes 
it sound like a Glaswegian version 
of Waiting for Godot , but I 

"There is this great 
assumption 'that Plato 
was middle class, that 
Shakespeare was middle 
class, that Cicero was 
middle class." 

'imagine it will be brighter · and 
more accessible. 

Talking to Kelman , you sense 
1hat he is a perfectionist , con
.cerned principally with his art 
rather than anything ephemeral 
like popularity or politi<'.31 mes
sage. He is anti-middle class, anti
llniversity and anti-English 

/Literatre, all of which I represent 
land would defend , and yet he· 
~alked freely, without hostility or 
bitterness. Just the sort of guy, in 
'fact, who might come up to you at 
a bus stop, look with a smile of 
recognition and say "ls that a 
black penguin you've got in your 
pocket?" 

Relax where you are welcome: 

THE PIMPERNEL 
(CRAIGS CLOSE} COCKBURN STREET/ 

MARKET STREET 

Bar with Bistro Food at 
its best: 12-2.30; 5-7.00 

\ld\\.imsO-c,hk sop 
1a1 t,111 sop 
Harp ~Op 

For the special occasion try our 
a la carte restaurant with 

superb French country cooking. 

PARTIES WELCOME 
031-226 3537 

on the whole , the 'major boosted presentation. Worthy of . 
characters gave a strong perfor- particular praise was the troop of 
mance . Nick Cook. (Samuel), · constables who injected comic · 
although weak in dialogue, was , relief with their well-rendered set- . 
musically impressive and had the ' pieces. · .. Simon Barker ~--.....,-.....,---------' 
youthful impulsiveness necessary · Claire Burnett 



''Fancy 11 tumble .bigboy? ... " 

PEGGY SUE GOT 
MARRIED 
OD EON 
Dir: Francis Ford Copeola 

l'eggy Sue, wakfog up in the 
.past when she raints at her high 
school reunion dance, has the 
chance to relive her lire - will she 
marry the man she is about to 
divorce? 

The trouble with this film is that 
we don't really care. Coppola has 
lovingly recreated small-town 
middle America of 1959, immacu
late pastel-coloured Studebakcrs 
ct al. but there arc too many short 
scenes full of sound and frenzy for 
us even to have time to get 
involved. Without much of a plot 
.and without the tension o f Back to 

the Fwure, this slight comedy is 
rather too easily forgotten. 

What redeems it from the trite 
is the splendid Kathleen Turner as 
the vivacious Peggy Sue. With a 
mixture of bewilderment, amuse
ment and delight, she re-encoun
ters family and friends with values 
very different to hers . Much of the 
humour, and there are chuckles to 
be had, springs from the double 
role she is forced to play - her 
knowledge of the high-tech 
dghtics and her experience of 25 
years as the disillusioned wife of 
crass Charlie (Nicholas Cage), 
while he innocently tries to woo 
her . 

Mind you, what she saw in him 
·the first time around defeats me. 
and Peggy Sue obviously has her 

doubts too. Were men really so 
chauvinistic and self-centred in. 
1959? Could a man tell a woman 
nowadays that he " needs her" and 
expect her to consider this as a 
serious reason for marriage? The 
females also betray strange mar
riage customs - a biking beatnik 
is dismissed as marriageable 
material on the grounds that he 
didn't look the barbeque type . 

Coppola's inability to combine 
the various elements of fantasy, 
comedy of manners. and homel y 
sentiments into a convincing 
whole is ultimatel y why this film 
fails and towards the end it simply 
falls apart becoming mawkish and 
sentimental. Obviously many 
would disagree. as I hear it 's doing 
well at the box office in America. 

jane O ' Brien 

Are you 
concerned 
about 
Nuclear 
Power? 
So are we . We provide scientific and technological 
R & D support for the safe generation of electricity 
from nuclear power, now and for the future. 

We are looking for graduates (1st or 2nd class 
degrees) IN ANY DISCIPLINE for a career in 
MANAGEMENT working for a worthwhile future. 

For further details and application forms see your 
Careers Service or contact Stephen Vis, United 
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, 11 Charles II 
Street, London SW1 Y 4QP. Telephone: 01-930 5454, 
Ext 580. Closing date: 9th February. 

UNITED KINGDOM 
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY 

COMPETITION TIME 
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED 

The soundtrack features Buddy Holly, Dionne and th 
Belmonts and other fifties popstars. The tickets are doublee 
Just answer the~e extremely simple qu.estions, and get th~ 

· answers to the Ftlmtray, the Student office , 48 Pleasance b 
1 pm on Monday, and one of three albums and double g~eit 
tickets could be yours: 

1. In which film was Kathleen Turner directed by Ken 
Russell? 

12. Bob Hoskins and Richard Gere starred in which film 
directed by Francis Ford Coppola? 

Peggy Sue Got Married starts running at the Odeon this Fri
day. Watch out next week for our When the Wind Blows com. 
petition. · 

" ... Is .ten bucks enough?" 

THE GOLDEN CHILD 
ABC 

Dir: Michael Ri,tchie 

Definite thesaurus job this one. 
Bad. Terrible. Awful. Dire. Horri
ble. Atrocious. Monstrous. 
Deplorable. Pitiful. Woeful. Odi
ous. Despicable. Contemptible. 
Reprehensible . Rank. Lousy. 
Wretched. (Get the idea?) 

Not to put to fine a point on it , 
this film isn 't terribly good. Plot
linc : Somewhere in Nepal. a pcr
rcct child is born. brought to save 
the world with lurv etc. He is kid
Jiapped by a band of extreme nas
ties headed by a devil played 
(rather well) by Charles Dance. 
Meanwhile , back in LA. Eddie 
Murphy is a social worker looking 
for lost kids (geddit). According 
to some ancient Tibetan scroll he 
is the one who must recover Tlie 
Golden ,Child. So he is signed up 
by a scrumptuous oriental chick 
(who just happens to be a whiz at 
kung fu) .. 

This fs Big Trouble in Little 
China territory . . You may th~ 
·aware of my feelings abou'. the 
film. At the time I was under id 
· · h h · lustrycou 1mpress1on t at t c inc , ·icd 
,ink no lower. I stand corrcc · 

Y very 
Eddie Murphy has to tr v 

H t ·cs ver, 
hard to be unfunny. c n 

1 
inc 

hard . One line anti one lin~1 " :ell. 
made me smile. l won . 

h re nl<l1 
Somewhere out there t ·e l like~ 
be a masochist who actua l .~ hate 
this sort of garbage , and 1 

to spoi l their non-enjoyment. uitc 
The special effects arc q sc. 

f ·1 tO ·1[l1U 
good. but even the~ ai ;

1 
I can 

It is with some delight th rec· 
. · r··1 wi th no ><ty that this 1s a 1 Ill ~iur· 

ognisablc merit whatsoe~cJ;nilfCd 
phy himself has recently a .. artis· 
The Golden Child to be an 

1 0n1Y 
tic fai lure" . A pity, no hilari-

. w was . 
because the prcv1e hY rJ 
ous, but because ~urP fortr 
extremely talented (v~·its cop) 
Eight Hours. Beverly e~ will bl 
and expectant audienc 
disappointed . 



Against the Slaughter 
fox hunting has been condemned by some as a cruel and 
unnecessary sport, Here, Alasdair Friend looks at the 
work done by hunt saboteurs and the public's reaction to 
this group. 

"Horse-whipping a hunt 
saboteur is rather like 
beating a wife - they're 
both private matters.'.' 

"They are paid by a 
group of Mohican 
skinheads from Newcas
tle." 

Joint Master of Zetland Fox 
Hunt 1986, talking about 
saboteurs. 

"Blood Sports degrade 
us all." 

Tony Benn, MP. 

The picturesque scene of a 
foxhunt meeting on a village 
green is not restricted to the 
Home Counties alone. Lying less 
than ten miles from the centre of 
Edinburgh a re the kennels of the 
Linlithgow and Stirlingshire Fox 
Hunt . . 

Of all the arguments put for
ward in the defe nce of hunting the 
commonest is that the fox is a 
pest. Everyone has heard of the 
fox that stea ls babies from prams, 
kills elephants and rapes old 
ladies. So is it as evil and sly as 

ing Research Organisation has ling of foxes in the meantime. 
estimated that 17% of all lambs The Hunt Saboteurs Associa
born on Scottish hills are either tion was founded in 1963 and for a 
dead at birth or die within 24 period had Spike Milligan as Pres
hours. Of course it is the fox which ident. In the past 24 years the 
gets the blame for most of this HSA has gained in strength , today 
great loss, even though the boasting some 4 ,000 active mem
ABRO has established that it is bers in about 80 groups nation
mainly due to poor ewe nutrition wide. North of the border there 
during the winter months. " With are five groups disrupting over 
over 95% of chickens now incarc- .• half of the 12 registered Scottish 
crated in factory farms , foxes can foxhunts. 
hardly be a serious threat to poul
try. Any free range birds can be 
very easily secured against night-

"Everyone has heard 9f the fox that steals babies, kills 
elephants and rapes old ladies.~' 

those who hunt it would have u·s 
believe? A Na tional Opinion Poll 
asked 3,000 far mers about the 'fox 
and farming and. the results were 
revealing: 70% do not consider 
the.number of foxes on or around 
their farm to be harmful and 49% 
of these believe the fox is actually 
va.luable in controlling rabbits, 
mice and rats. There is no scien
t~c evidence that foxes take any
: ing but still-born or dying 
ambs. In 1979 The Scottish 
Farmer said: "The Animal Breed-

time fox intrusion. 
To the vast · majority of the 

population the ill-named sport of 
pursuit and killing of one of the 
most beautiful of our country's 
wildlife is unacceptable. The pro
cess of total abolition of blood
sports is pursued· in Parliament, 
indeed the Labour Party is now 
committed to outlawing all forms 
of hunting with dogs when 
e lected . Moreover, an increasing 
number of people are taking non
violent action to prevent the kil-

COMING TO YOU FROM 
STUDENT PRODUCTIONS 

MONEY 
Sellers are wanted to 
distribute the paper 
ar;ound the campus. 

Generous commission 
awaits all ye who dare. 

Contact: Loretta Besciani 
at the Student Offices 

Or come dS>wn to Friday 1 o'clock 
>meetings. 

What exactly can saboteurs do 
while remaining inside the law? 
The fox-hunting season begins in 
November but for the two previ
ous months the hunt will have 
been engaged in cubbing. This 
serves the purpose of introducing 
new hounds to the taste of fox 
blood and is the time when the 
relationship between the 
huntsman and his hounds is built 
up . Young fox cubs are dug up 
and trapped in a small wood so 
ensuring an easy kill for the 
hounds. Cub hunting is the most 
difficult event to sabotage but 
potentially the most important , 
for a thorough disruption at this 
time can ruin a whole season. The 
tactics for cu~ing and hunting 
during the rest of the year are bas
ically the same. 

·vou 
Stop hiding your light • 
under a bushel. What bet
ter way to display your . 
creative genius than by 
writing a feature? Get 
down to the meeting 
Wed. 1.15 - and tell us 
your ideas. 

" Remember- get your Val
entine's messages into Stu
dent by Monday 9th Feb
ruary. 

On a Saturday morning before 
the hunt is due to take place, 
saboteur~ will beat all foxes out of 
likely woods and then lay false 
scent trails of soiled fox bedding in 
and around the coverts. Fox 
earths which have been blocke·d to 
ensure the fox has to run will be 
unblocked. When the hunt moves 
off, carloads of saboteurs will try 
and keep ahead of it mimicking 
the voice and horn calls of the 
huntsman. The aim is to take the 
pack away from him or to 
hopelessly split the hounds. A 

saboteurs, the hole will be 
occupied. This situation, along 
with others, has the potential for 
violent confrontation between the 
protesters and hunt followers. In 
the main , thankfully, Scottish 
sabotage is free of the violence 
which occurs in England. The 
attitude of the police to saboteurs 
varies greatly from outright hostil
ity to indifference. There is 
nothing illegal as such in hunt 
sabotage though certain a.spects 
are open to the interpretation of 
the police. Horn blowing has been 

"There is nothing illegal in sabotage though certain 
aspects are open to the interpretation of the police." 

split pack can take hours to reas
semble. If a hunted animal is spot
ted people will attempt to put 
themselves between it and the 
hunt , spraying "Antimate" spray 
to mask the line of the fox. 
Airhorns and whistles are then 
used to stop the pack. 

Often a hunt ends in a dig-out. 
A fox which has found refuge in 
an open earth or drain will be dug 
out using terriers and either shot 
or run till it is torn to pieces. 
Depending on the number of 

classed as breach of the peace on 
occasion. 

The ultimate aim of the Hunt 
Saboteurs is the situation when 
the· existence of wild animals is no 
longer seen as a source of amuse
ment or morbid entertainment. 

The EU Animal Rights Group 
are holding a meeting with the 
Edinburgh Hunt Saboteurs on 
Wednesday 4th February in the 
Pleasance. 

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED 
FOR THE POST OF 

MANAGER 

OF FESTIVAL TIMES 1987 

All enquiries in writing to 
The Convener, EUSPB, 

48 Pleasance, 
Edinburgh EH8 9TJ. 

Closing date for applications: 30th January 1987. 



Making it big in Japan 
In the fir.st of an ongoing series looking at work and travel abroad, Denise Bates te. lls of · long hours of work and socialisin 

h b f with their male colleagues. g 
her experiences teaching English in a small Japanese town, where she wast e o ~ect o 
~m~u::c:;:h.:.!;c!:u::.r:io:;s::,i!;ltYc.;·:....----------""":'-..--~~~-~~--~~~""":'-~--- The adotescent years of m 

to what one might expect in this unfortunate individuals with non- children are overshadowed any 

Japan has become one of o~r 
main economic competitors and a 
number of Japanese companies 
have now set up in Britain. But 
how much do people in Britain 
know about the country and its 
society, beyond the cliches of 
geisha girls and clicking cameras? 

After graduating from Edin
burgh in 1985 I worked for one 
year as an English teacher in a 
state senior high school in the 
south of Japan. There I found few 
of the problems besetting British 
schools - but plenty more of a 
different nature. 

What is young, green, and one 
of the rare British exports to 
Japan? 

No, it isn't brussel sprouts , it is 
in fact British graduates, fifty 
fresh-faced young things who 
depart these shores every 
autumn, lured by a Japanese Gov
ernment Recruitment Prog
ramme. Their mission? - to right 
trade imbalances, to further 
Anglo-Japanese understanding 
wherever they go, and to teach a 
little English here and there. Or at 
least that's what they think . ... 

8.30 a.m. A December morn
ing, My first lesson of the day in 
this rural senior high school to 
which I have been posed stutters 
into action. Praying for a good 
kick-off I pick, from the for!y-

eight bowed, black heads in front 
of me, one of the livelier kids. 

'Mr Yamamaoti, stand up, 
please. Now, w-h-a-t d-i-d y-o-u 
d-o 1-a-s-t n-i-g-h-T?' I articulate 
clearly. 

Asking that question of a seven
teen-year-old in a British school, I 
would probably get the obscene 
answer I deserve, but this is a 
country where school pupils are 
not allowed to stay out after 10 
p.m. or enter a coffee shop with
out their parents, have never seen 
a disco, and rarely start relation
ships with the opposite sex before 
going to university. 

'Watched television' comes the 
answer. 

Hardly original, but at least he 
got the past tense right. 

'Next, Miss Ueda. W-h-a-t d-i-d 
y-o-u d-o 1-a-s-t n-i-g-h-t?' 

A bad move, this one. Miss 
Ueda, desperate to answer the 
question she has not understood, 
almost dissolves before my eyes in 
shivering terror. Frantic consulta
tions with her neighbours get 
underway, an answer is eventually 
found, and Miss Ueda can sit 
down again with a look of infinite 
relief ·on her face. Fifty minutes 
later, and a distinctly similar look 
can be seen on my face as I leave 
the classroom .... 

High-powered diplomacy this 
job may not be - there are more 
rice-fields than corridors of power 
in this rural area of Japan to which 
I have been sent - but for a 
glimpse of the training of the 
future foot-solders of the 
Japanese economic battalions it 
can hardly be bettered. Contrary 

competitive nation, hands in the conforming curly hair. In many fact often totally controlled' bin 
classroom do not follow the pre- schools there is compulsory mem- something known as 'examinar Y, 
sent trend of the yen and rarely bership of a school club, often a hel~' ~an effect of the ·highly c~~~ 
rise. Passivity is a major problem. sports club, where the kids spend petittve system by which progress 

The aims and methods of edu- most of their leisure time outside up th.e run~s of the education lad. 
cation are very different to those lessons, staying at school until late der is entuely determined. At 
of the West, with a strong at night , going in at weekends dur- each stage an entrance examin 
emphasis being placed on discip- ing holidays. For someone tion has to be passed -·for jun· a. 
line and learning to function as brought up with the individualist high school at twelve, for sen:or 
part of the team, rather than on principles of the West, many high school at fifteen , arid foru~1 

Denise Bates teaching in Japan. 

encouraging individual thought 
and development. A normal lesson 
takes the form of a lecture by the 
teacher, whose words the pupils 
copy down faithfully as indisputa
ble facts to be memorized and 
reproduced in examinations. 
Uniform and other school rules 
·are strict - no perms for the girls,' 
for example, and a doctor's cer-

. tificate to be produced for those 

things can, and do , shock . The 
'team spirit' is instilled early and 
firmly , those who kick at the 
traces are few indeed, and the 
docile school children of today go 
on to be the obedient factory 
workers and managers of tomor
row - or, for most girls, their 
wives and mothers , who in assum
ing sole control of the home and 
family release their men folk for 

versity at eighteen. The newspa; 
ers frequently carry reports of th 
suicides of school pupils and aspir'. 
ing undergraduates who haVin 
failed the entrance exam can n~ 
longer enjoy any feeling of self. 
worth in . a society where one's 
standmg 1s largely determined by 
how far up the educational scale 
one has crammed and memorized 
one's way. 

Excessively negative though~ 
for a system whose practical effi. 
cacy in the economic world is 
uncomfortably visible? perhaps. 
At least Mr Yamamoto will prob
ably not be jobless and on heroin 
when he leaves school and Miss 
Ueda will probably not be unmar· 
ried mother desperately surviving 
on supplementary benefit. And at 
least while I may not go back to 
Britain with the insight into the 
high-level promotion of 'interna· 
tional understanding' the presen· 
tation of this job sometimes 
hinted at, I will most definitely go 
back with my view of Japan con· 
siderably broader and my eyes 
somewhat wider than the narrow 
orifices another more illustrious 
visitor to these oriental parts pre· 
dieted. 

Sun tan or skin cancer? 
It has recently been discovered that there is a hole m 

the ozone layer of the atmosphere. Miranda Chitty 
examines its causes and what will happen if we do not 
start taking, this problem seriously. 

The earth's protective ozone essential to everyday living. 
layer Is diminishing. H the trend The problems that extra UB-V 
continues, we will face serious and rays could cause are numerous 
far reaching problems. and frightening. Though we 

Scientists have recently disco- would find it easier to get a sun 
vered a hole in the ozone layer tan, skin wrinkles would come 
over Antarctica and measure- sooner in life, and , more seri
ments have confirmed that it 
shows signs of spreading. But is it 
we who are destroying the atmos
phere we rely on, or is this not just 
another environmentalist scare; 
raised today to be disproved 
tomorrow and forgotten the say 
after? 

Public concern about the ozone 
decrease was first aroused in the 
late seventies. At a United 
Nations congress in 1977, it 
emerged that the layer of oxygen 
isotope which protects the earth 
from the most bioligically harmful 
of the sun's ultraviolet rays (UB
V) was growing smaller and that 
man might be polluting the atmos
phere to this effect. 

The ozone it seems, was being 
destroyed by nitrus oxides and 
chlorine compounds in the atmos
phere. These nitrus oxides are 
released by supersonic aircraft, 
nuclear explosions and soil fer
tilizers. The chlorine compounds, 
known as freon or CFMs, are used 

,. as propellants in aerosols, as cool
ing agents in fridges and as blow-

, ing agents in foam . Over half the 
CFMs are released through 
cosmetic aerosols suchas deod
rants and hairsprays. All articles 
which we have come to regard as 

Malignant skin cancer 

ously,'the incidence of malignant 
.and non-malignant, skin cancers 
would increase, meaning a proba
ble rise in the death rate. 

Less publicised but more seri
ous economic problems could be 
caused by the damage done to 
crops and forests; a!Jd by genetic 
mutations in animals caused by 
the action of UB-V rays on gene
tic chemicals such as DNA. 

Coloured people would be less 
affected by skin hazards, as they 
are now. Melanin, the chemical 
responsible for skin . pigmenta
tion, protects the skin from UB-V 
rays meaning that coloured skin is 

less susceptible to cancer.and age-
ing symptoms than white skin . 

None, howeyer are protected 
frof!l the effect of UB-V rays on 
eyesight. Neither mammals nor 
man's eyes can detect UB-Vrays, 
and so expose themselves 
unknowingly, as during the use of 
arc-welding lamps leading to the 
contraction of arc-eye. Protection 
could of course be fabricated for 
humans; but not for animals who 
would suffer an increased insi
dence of cancer-eye and pink eye. 

What is worrying is that follow
ing the first ozone scare, public 
attention in Britain was diverted. 
British and French cynics claimed 
the United States government had 
fabricated the scare to undermine 
Concorde. 

The British government dismis
sed the problem altogether when 
a report for the Department of the 
Environment announced that the 
difference in the amount of UB-V 
light received on earth, could be 
likened to the difference in the 
amount received by an individual 
moving from Edinburgh to live in 
London. 

In complete contrast to the 
doom prophets, scientist James 
Lovelock claimed in his revolutio
nary ~k Gaia (1979) that the 
earth, its atmosphere and inhabit
ant.s behave like an organisqi 
which. adapts and evolves like any 
orgamsm when faced with prob
lems. 

Lovelock is perhaps happy to . 
sit back and wait for evolution, 
but as Dr Harwood of the 
Meteorolgy Department, Edin
burgh points out: "Evolution is a 
slow process; in a few generations 
we could create problems which 

.we could not adapt to in a 
thousand. If Lovelock is wrong, 
we won't be around to record it. " 

The latest discovery, the hole of 
'deep low' appears every Spring: 
the time when ozone levels are 
traditionally highest . It thus 
reflects a decrease in the 
maximum amount of ozone in the 
atmosphere. 

The cause is much disputed . 
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Many still believe pollution to be, 
the cause, but other theories have 
been put forward. Much of the 
ozone is formed at the equator 
and is blown around the atmos
phere gravatating towards the 
North and South Poles. It is thus 
very sensitive to atmospheric cir
culation and could be affected by 
as much by physical movement as 
by chemical changes. 

Another possibility is that 
chemical changes affecting ozone 
may be nothing to do with man. 
"A few years ago" says Dr Har
wood "the sun wa~ very active , 

and this gave rise to extra nitrus 
oxide in the atmosphere, which 
could have caused ozone depli· 
tion." He continues "I, mysell, 
still haven't ruled out the possibil· 
ity of natural variation. The year 
to year changes in the atmosphere 
are huge, the ozone decrease may 
just be one of them." Neverthe· 
less, he is anxious to get to the bot· 
tom of the problem - the depart· 
ment is part of a team launchrng a 
satellite in 1989 to measure ozone 
levels in the atmosphere. 

How big a threat then, is ozone 
depletion? At the moment, the 
problem is not serious, though 
opinion varies from country to 

V"":7J Occ11mmct of lLLf atmospheric ozotrt 
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. played 
country. "The problem is .. h 

· Bnus · down by the phlegmatic sen· 
who are disinclined to ood· 
sationalism," says Dr Ha~ude 
In contrast to the British attl sw; 
the United states Canada, -'I , -~have~ 
den Norway and Finlanu ill 
ban~ed the use of treon 
aerosols. . have i 

All agree that we will ands a 
serious problem on our h daW 
the ozone layer is senouslY latest 
aged; especially when th: ozD°' 
evidence tells us that th 
reduction is continuing. 



fpJ · God made America 
Last weekend the New York Giants duly confirmed their title as being the best football team in f" h . 
.... erica, defeating the Denver Broncos 39-20 in the Superbowl final. The biggest sporting Eng isth te5a0m is botut~d to play away _frdom our own game of soc
~ • • ed h • f • • • more an compe 1 1ve games a cer: v1 eos, songs, female dancers 
event m America attract • ! e atte~bon o mdhons from every walk of life and every corner of season ... eac_h Am~rican foot- displaying their talents through-
the world. But why all this mterest. . . · ball team part1c1pates ID a mere 15 out the game, and the star players 

It was certainly a case of the "antique roadshow" presenters, initial warm-up g~mes commence divisional games. London hosts themselves are never off the tele-
"Monday morning blues" this and holiday commentators, and from the latter half of July _no fewer than seve~ Firs~ Division vision screens. Even the average 

ek for a substantial number of instead to endure the shrill tones while the full season stretches teams ... no Amencan city boasts bookshop in Britain has a wider 
~: British population. Bank of highly tuned, over-passionate from September to January. more than two divisional teams.. range of American football books 
~Jerks, accountants and barristers American sports fanatics? Matches are played every Sunday E_ngland is _small ... America is than soccer material. 
(usually full of the j_oys of spring Answers are not hard to find. a~temoon or Mond~y- ev~nin~, big. :nus, ~t appears to be both Two final observations will suf-
on a Monday mommg) could be The sheer novelty of the game in ~1th each team part1c1pat1Dg ID unfair and mappropnate to com- fice to confirm this huge divide 

0 crawling to work, bleary- Britain has been sufficient to iust one fixture a week. In other pare the.most popular sport from between the old and new world. 
~~d, ties · ~skew, shoes capitivate audiences. American words, the football season is both nations. Many of the stadiums in America 
unpolished, nursmg sore ~eads football seemingly has every- short, but -Very sweet. . . American football is just are equipped with team benches 
and greetlDg every other m1Dute thing: glamour, skill, entertain- In contrast to tl\is , our soccer another elaborate form of the which are centrally heated; 
with a nughty yawn. ~o what has ment, brute strength, competi- season begins in earnest in the showbiz-mania that is characteris- players simply revive their numb 
been the cause_ of this uncharac- tiveness, heroic individuals who summer sunshine (late August) tic of the highly prized American. toes by slipping their feet into the 
teristic behaviour from _sue~ appear to be larger than life, "big but by the n:_ionth of May even the lifestyle. Each game lasts from holes. (If such benches were to 
stenle_ m~mbers of 

1
our society· bucks", controversy ... in short, most comm1tt:ed of soccer fans are three to four hours, despite the become available on this side of 

Amenca ts to blame. it is a grand spectacle capturing suffering from "hangovers". fact that the actual playing time is· the Atlantic, substitutes would Br-------------...- Thus, nine months of the year is 

Defensive formaion of the "Cincinnati Bengals"~ Photo: Gary Law 

This year's American football "the imagination of millions. 
Superbowl final rui11ed the sleep The crux of the matter is that 
for m_any a football ~anatic, sports you don't have to understand the 
fanatic , cultur~lly ,m1Dded fan~tlc, rules in order to enjoy the sport. 
and telly fanat_ic on Sunday mght/ (A far cry from the technicalities 
Monday mom1Dg. The_factsspeak of cricket.) Indeed, it would be a 
for _themselves: an_ estimated 130 fair estimate that 90 per cent of 
bllhon pe_ople . paid homage ~o the British population who watch 
their telev1s1on sets; 4,000 media the televised matches are at a loss 
men_ were on the loose within tht; to know what the hell is going on! 
stadium at Los Angeles , and the Who is the quarterback? ... a 
city had to cope with 75 ,000 vis- deformed hunchback? . .. Are all 
ttors from far and wide, including those referees really necessary, or 
a group of ambassadors from the is it just one of those bright ideas 
murky depths of North London. suggested by the President to ease 

The popularity of American the problem of unemployment? 
football has spread like wildfire Such questions do not need to be 
up and down the British Isles dur- answered, for the mere fact that 
ing the last couple of years . The the game "looks goo_d" has won 
programme on Channel Four has the hearts of many a country 
brought a new · meaning to the bumpkin and city gent. 
traditional family tea on a Sun- Perhaps our own beloved game 
day. Songs of Praise and company of soccer can learn from the rising 
have fallen by the wayside, over- success of American football, in a 
run by this new American fever. bid to revitalise and recharge its 
Yet what has possessed the con- fast-decaying batteries? A very 
servative and routine-ridden important distinction between the 
British viewing public to betray 'two sports, and one that is often 
the former cult figures of Sunday overlooked, is the length of the 
television :-- those churchmen, playing season. In America the 

devoted to the soccer season, test
ing the patience and enthusiasm 
of everyone involved, both 
directly and indirectly, with the 
SPort. Moreover, there is only 
one competition to be won or lost 
in the world of American football. 
The victorious team in the Super
bowl final can claim without 
doubt to be the "champions", at 
least for the one season. Yet in 
Britain the words "We are the 
champions" are uttered from the 
lips of more than one team: 
League Champions, Cup Win
ners , European victors ... the 
whole summer is spent debating 
whether such-and-such a side had 
a more successful season than 
another "champions" candidate 

It seems virtually a crime to 
.compare the two venues, for even 
the biggest soccer clubs are 
struggling to balance the 
accounts, while American foot
ball is an immense "big money" 
business. The typical stadium is a 
grand, all-seated colosseum, with all 
mod cons; leaving one's seat for a 
drink does not mean deserting the 
game, for television screens are 
placed here, there and 
everywhere. Hardly a minute pas
ses without a refreshments seller 
appearing, armed with pop-corn, 
ice-cream, nuts, coke .... Yes, it's 
like sitting in an outdoor cinema 
with the film being stopped every 
minute for a refreshment break! 
In Britain it is a blessing if one can 
find a hot-dog stall within the con
fines of the stadium, and the tele
vision screens here are monitoring 
the action on the terraces rather 
than the events on the pitch. 

England has a total of 92 teams 
competing in four divisions ... 
America has a mere 28 divisional 
teams, split into six leagues. Each 

~Floppy Finds His Girl 
Edinburgh Um. 4 Kilmory O 

In a close · parallel to the characteristic delay in getting into . goals. The ;est of the forwards 
Whole Shinty team, star for- ·. the swing of things , a habit which showed reluctance to follow this 
ward "Fl ,, may still prove the team's example, and 1t was left to 

opy Gould has downfall. This was due in part to Reekie's to put in a second near 
shown that persistence will an incredible mismatch between half-time. 
eventually pay off. opposing players, for while The secondhalf was not to be 

The end of last term saw the end 
of "F!opy's" search for the girl of 
his dreams. Unfortunately this 
seems to have had a detrimental 
effect on his shinty , since lhe 
Young lady's reluctance to 
~~knowledge her beau at Pollock 
fireakfast has eroded his self-con
tde_nce. ln Saturday's game 
~gatnst Kilmory, the love-struck 

0 meo was unable to put away 
any chances, and never offered 
any real challenge to the keeper. 

This was all the -more dis~p
~;n.ting when the University's 
a dfteld play was both controlled 
t~ fluent for sustained periods in 

e game. Of course there was the 

"Grandad" Samuel towered over marred by the scrappiness of the 
his marker, "Minx" Mcfarlane first , and the Uni were able to 
was dwarfed in the shadow of the leave the opposition flagging . 
elephantinebellyofhisopponent, True, there were slight moments 
who with a mere flex of his belly of panic as when Griffiths seemed 
button could send "the Minx" to lose sight of his diminutive 
sprawling. opponent ; or when the Uni's own 

As usual , it was the centre line brand new referee Andy Miller 
who first took control , where even overstepped the bounds of fair
his hip hugging shorts could not ness with some dubious decisions. 
construct "Stud" Reekie's stylish It was the example of Jimmy 
performance. As the initial youth- Divot who beat 

0

three men and 
ful pace of his opponent wained , actually managed to hit the ball 
he was able to- utilise the full thatwasmorecharacteristicofthe 
exten ofthepitchtopickoutboth Uni's performance, and the two 
corner forwards. "Deputy R's, Ross and Reekie, put the 
Dougie" has responded with well- final nails in the Milmory coffin to 
timed cross goal passes, and then_ end a fine display. 
by taking the first. of_ the Uni's Tomas Magludhi 

Big screen at Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium. Photo: Gary Law 
a mere one hour in length. During surely be_ more than reluctant to 
the half-time interval, one does not replace an injured team-mate!) 
have to gulp down a steaming cup Finally, the New York Giants 
of tea and ignore a desperate urge have a custom which they perform 
to visit the nearest lavatory; so as near the end of every winning 
not to miss the start of the second game, as was seen in the final, 
half. No, at an American football whereby they treat their head 
game one is able to eat a three- coach to a bucketful of water, 
course meal, browse through the emptied unceremoniously over 
epic-length programnme, and fre- his head. His reaction usually 
quent "the little boys' room" as amounts to nothing more than a 
many times as you wish. smile. It would be interesting to 

"Sophistication" is the name of 
the game. Last weekend's Super
bowl final was characteristic of, 
and not an exception to, the rest 
of the season's games. Members 
of the brass bands combine the 
playing of their trumpets with a 
display of handstands and forward 

observe the reaction of Brian 
Clough after _one of his Forest 
boys had performed the same 
ritual over him! (We could have a 
murder on our hands.) 

-~~ - --

In Bril'f 
rolls . To become the coach of a This Sunday (1.2.87): 'Super
football team, one not only'has to teams' at the Pleasance Sports 
be a connoisseur of the game, but Centre, all day - team entry 
one also has to be adept at using a . forms and more details from the 
telephone in a crisis, and at draw- ·Sports Union Office. 
ing artistic patterns on a Next Sunday (8.2.87) Intra
blackboard with a piece of chalk. mural Basketball Tournament at 
. EverYtlling about the game is the Pleasance Sports Hall from 1-
spectator-orieatated. The game 30 pm. No experience necessary. 
genuinely cares for its public, and Entry forms from the Sports. 
such principles are a million miles . Union Office. 

Turner Win 
Once again the indoqr five

a-side football competition, 
held at the Pleasance on Sun
day, 25th January, proved to 
be a very · popular event. 
Unfortunately, because of 
this and the miserly three 
hours allocated for the event, 
only half the teams wishing to 
enter the competition were 
allowed to do so. 

In the early stages of the com
·petition, the 24 competing teams 
were split into eight groups of 
three teams, with each team play
ing the other two teams in their 
group. Most of the games were 

· fairly noisy, with spectating teams 
vociferously cheering for, and 
against, certain teams and indi
viduals. With games only 4112 
minutes long, they tended to be
close and low scoring. 

The eight group winners then 
qualified for the final knockout . 

stages of the competition. After 
some hard-fought encounters, the 
four semi-finalists were Team 
Turner, Rodney's Plonkers, 
Turner II and the all-conquering 
Sons of Ulster. As neither semi
final produced a goal, they were 
both decided on penalties. Team 
Turner, who hadn't conceded a 
goal during the competition, were 
knocked out liy the Sons· of Ulster 
and Rodney's Plonkers were 
eliminated by Turner II. 

The final saw the Sons of Ulster 
under pressure, as Turner II, led 
by Kenny "Meathead" Boyd, 
scored early on. Although the val
iant Sons fought back, .they 
couldn't score and a second goal_ 

-from Turner II gave them a clear . 
victory. 

Many thanks to the individuals 
who hdped the competition run 
smoothly, especially . referee 
Grant MacGregor. 

_Mkhael D' Aray 



Alloa 10 
These two points go along· 

way to securing EURFC's 
position in Division IV of the 
National League. Alloa were 
also desi)erate for the points 
and it was a close match, but 
in the end Edinburgh were 
victors with a bit to spare -
winning by a goal and five 
penalties to a try and two 

· penalties. 
"Wrap that man up in cotton 

wool until next Saturday" quip
ped Arthur Ross, referring to 
Edinburgh's full-back Dave Mar
shall who casually slotted six place 
kicks out of six. But it could not be 
said that it was .just that valuable 
left foot of Marshall that won 
Edinburgh the game. 

Alloa werit o'ut to play a game 
of rugby, Edinburgh went out to 
win, that was the difference. Time 
and time again Edinburgh's loose 
forwards were too quick for the 
Alloa half-backs - Lawrence 
Taylor would have been impre
ssed with steve McKinty's sack
ings, although I could not give you 
all the statistics. It was this 
destructive play that 'made it 
almost impossible for Alloa to do 
anything constructive with the 
ball and indeed was very effective 
in gaining Edinburgh good yar
dage . Alloa were forced into mis
takes and showed a Jack of discip
line by giving away a penalty 
every time that Edinburgh came 
within striking distance of their 
line allowing Marshall to slowly 
but surely stretch the lead. 

It was not all destructive play by 
Edinburgh and the pack was keen 
to take on the opposition with the 
ball in the hands. Number 8 Dave 
Stevens made good ground from 
the base of the scrum . It's just as 
well that big Irishman is not quite 
so dopey on the pitch as he is off. 

The Edinburgh University hare and .Hounds team pictured while performing their gruelling pre-race warm-up. 
These unlikely characters are arguably the fittest men in the University at the moment: back row - Callum Hender
son; Ian Harkness; John Write; MikeClarke; front row - David Arnott; Patrick Hyman; Alan Smith; and the one 
lounging on the grass with the big cheeky grin on hisface, is the Haries captain, Russel Boyd. On Saturday in the East 
District Championships at Kirkcaldy, David Arnott won the Junior Race, although he committed an unforgiveable 
sin in representing Pitreavae rather than the University; Ian Harkness was eleventh in this same race. The Haries 
were the second fastest Junior team, while in the following race for the seniors, Mark Streit unforgiveably outpaced 
Russel Boyd to register as the first Harie home. 

It was this sort ot gooa worK '"'" 
set up the Edinburgh try ten 
minutes into the first half when 
the score was already 3-0. There 
was a strong rush from the Edin
burgh back row which created a 
gap for Garth McAlpine whose 
supreme fitness showed by taking 

him to within yards of the Alloa 
line before laying it off to "Podgy" 
Porteous. His team mates hearts 
were in their mouths when the ball 
wasin the air but Porteous made 
no mistake and forced his way 
under the post for guess who to 
convert . 

Going into the second half 19-3 
ahead made Edinburgh compla
cent and allowed Alloa back into 
the game with an early try fol
lowed by a penalty . Edinburgh 
then tightened up their defence 
and consolidated their lead. Any 
hope Alloa had of coming_ back 

into the game was thwarted by yet 
another Marshall pe nalty to leave 
the final score 21-10. Perhaps it 
wan ' t festival rugby but at the end 
of the day it was a game of two 
halves, and two points are two 
points, and a win 's a cliche. 

Eric James 

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE Student's classified section is 
FREE SERVICE TO READERS. 
We welcome accommodation, fo 
sale, and other small adverts. 
Adverts should be kept to a 
maximum of 30 words and may 
handed into the Student offic 
(first floor, 48 Pleasaoce) or placed 
in the red Student collection box 
in the Teviot foyer, Maridel 
Centre Union shop and in A.&M. 
Reid grocers in the KB Centre. 

ACCOMMODATION 
AVAILABLE 

Listings with reference num
bers can be followed up by 
oing to the Student Aecom-. 

modation Service at 30 
Buccleuch Place. 
Two single rooms to let in a three
person flat. Available 
immediately. £73.33 per month 
plus bills. 47 Brunswick Road, 
Hillside. Visit morning or even
ings. Sickels-Martin Ltd. 
Room available in Causewayside 
for one or two females. £72 each if 
shared, £112 for single room. Ref 
no 022. 
Female for single room in Lear
month Avenue. £110 per month . 
Refno024. 
Single room· available in York 

Place. £100 per month. Ref po 
023. 
Female for single room in West 

·Catherine Place. £130 per month . 
Ref no 025. 
Two single rooms available in 
Newington Rd. Vegetarians pre
ferred. £70 per month. Ref no 
026. 
Female.for single room in Trinity. 
Preferably fourth year or post
graduate student. £29.00 per 
week including heating. Ref no 
030. 
Single room available in 
Blackwood Crescent. £82 per 
month. Ref no 032. 
Final year or postgraduate male 
student for single room in Bryce 
Road. £90 per month . Refno 033. 
Single room available in Carlton 
Street. £85 per month . Ref no 
036. 

IN IHE 

Third or final year female student 
wanted for single room in Lutton 
Place. £110 per month. Ref no 
037. 
Female to share room in Coniston 
Drive. £100 per month. Ref no. 
027. 
Two rooms available in East Suf
folk Road Halls of Residence for 
female students only. Contact 
Catherine or Verdi 667 3289 Rm 
34. 
Single room available ·to female 
student at East Suffolk Road 
Halls of Residence in term three. 
£32.50 - cost includes heating, 
breakfast and evening meal and 
room cleaned weekly. Contact 
Gill 667 1564, Rm 61 (evenings) . 
Female postgraduate wanted to 
share room in Mylm1's Court. Can 
be on full board or self-catering 
basis. £16.99 per week (self-cater-

ing) or £29.75 per week (full 
board). Contact Mr Robertson at 
the Student Accommodation Ser
vice . 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Ford Fiesta, metallic brown, 'S' 
registration , 2 months MOT, 6 
months road tax. £300 or nearest 
offer. 556 5069 12 noon-5 pm. 
Nightline needs some more com
mitted members . If you are 
interested in training telephone 
557 4444 NOW! 
Orthodox Liturgy (in English, 
Greek and Slavonic) in 25A 
George Square, at 10.30 am on 
Sunday except the 1st Sunday in 
each month. 667 0372. 

STUDENT 
Student's editorial offices are at 48 
Pleasance, first floor, phone 55 
1117/8 or 667 IO fl ext 4496. If you 
want to get involved , come alo~g 
to the Editorial Meeting or t e 
Section Meetings , all listed below. 
Alternatively phone us or leave.a 
message. If you· want to drop in 

. f . you cna ads, letters, m ormauon, w 
use Student boxes in Potterro 
Shop or Teviot lobby. 

EDITORIAL MEETING 
Friday; 1 pm. 
MUSIC 
ARTS 
Thursday; 1.15 pm 
FEATURES ' 
Wednesday; 1.15 pm 

NEWS 
Thursday; 1 pm 

FILM 
WHAT'S ON 
SPORTS . 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
GRAPIIlCS 
Friday; 1.30 pm 
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